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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

[Hop-Hop is] the result of specific innovations and choices made by specific 
people in specific times and places. And even if we do not know�—and may never 
know�—all of their names and the exact nature of their contributions, we do know 
that they existed. 

(Schloss 2009: vii)  
The Question 

            In this paper I will be investigating the development and dissemination of  two forms of 

popular dance; B-boying, also known as breakdancing, which was developed and coalesced as a 

form in the South Bronx area of New York City in the mid 1970s to mid 1980s,1 and Kuduro, a 

newly developed form from the shanty-towns of Angola�’s capital city, Luanda. 

            I was first introduced to Kuduro by watching the music video for the group Buraka Som 

Sistema�’s song �“Sound of Kuduro.�” The video features footage of many different Kuduro 

dancers performing in various locations in Luanda, including in alleyways, courtyards, and on 

streets (BURAKA01 2008). When I saw the dancing in the video, I was struck by how familiar 

many of the moves seemed. Many moments in the dance sequences of the video replicated 

advanced B-boying moves, which I am familiar with from practicing B-boying myself, as well as 

observing more advanced practitioners. At the same time, I was struck by how different many of 

the moves were; an emphasis on the legs moving in isolation from the upper body, the fast and 

exaggerated isolations of the hips and butt, and a lack of moves based on the floor. 

The question then became simply: are these forms connected and similar because one is 

derivative of the other, or because they share a common historico-aesthetic lineage? B-boying is 

at the root of all contemporary Hip-Hop dance, although there are many other influences. Kuduro 

                                                 
1 B-boying is absolutely an ongoing form and as such continues to develop, innovating and adding new moves. 
However, its structure, aesthetics, and fundamental basic moves developed in this time period. 
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follows B-boying chronologically, and there is evidence that its movement overlaps with B-

boying movement. Considering these facts, is Kuduro an example of �“Global Hip-Hop,�” if there 

is in fact something called Global Hip-Hop? As Paul Gilroy phrases the problem, �“How are we 

to think critically about artistic products and aesthetic codes that, although they may be traced 

back to one distant location, have been somehow changed either by the passage of time or by 

their displacement, relocation, or dissemination through wider networks of communication and 

cultural exchange?�” (Gilroy 1991: 111). The answer lies in looking at the socio-historical and 

aesthetic contexts and realities of each form, including even at the micro-level of the individual 

moves. 

  

The Way Towards an Answer 

The amount of information available about these forms is unbalanced. Both Hip-Hop in a 

broader sense, and B-boying alone, are the topic of many books, articles, and documentaries. 

However, these tend to account for the socio-historical development, and the description of 

actual B-boy movement is still somewhat lacking. The most important exceptions to this 

statement are the first articles written about B-boying, by journalist Sally Banes, which are 

collected in Writing Dancing in the Age of Postmodernism (1994); Halifu Osumare�’s The 

Africanist Aesthetic in Global Hip-Hop: Power Moves (2007); which examines B-boying in 

several different global locations; and Foundations: B-boys, B-girls, and Hip-Hop Culture in 

New York (2009), by Joseph Schloss, which is unique for its accounts of the practitioners�’ own 

conception of the history, sociology, and aesthetics of their practice. These works were 

invaluable to my research, and I have borrowed from them heavily.  
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In contrast, Kuduro music and dance is still under-represented, especially in scholarly 

writing. Partly, this can be attributed to chronology; by most accounts Bronx-based B-boying is 

about thirty years old, and the two most descriptive and analytical accounts of B-boy movement 

were only published within the last three years. At the very earliest, Kuduro dance can be said to 

have coalesced ten years ago, and possibly as late as five years ago. So scholars and writers, 

particularly western Anglophones, have simply had less time to notice, document, and discuss 

the form.  

Most of the writing that does mention Kuduro is journalistic, including coverage by 

music and pop-culture blogs, but the discussion is often surface-level, biographical, or focused 

on the musical form of the same name. The other medium that mentions Kuduro is guide books 

on Angola, which are meant for tourists, and often include brief descriptions of cultural 

phenomena. The one scholarly mention of Kuduro I found was in Marissa Moorman�’s 

Intonations: A Social History of Music and Nation in Luanda, Angola, from 1945 to Recent 

Times (2008). As the title suggests, however, the focus of the book was mostly musical, and 

covered a large span of time. So, while an excellent work and extremely important for my 

contextualization of Kuduro in Angolan history, musical and otherwise, it did not give very 

much coverage to Kuduro.  

As exemplified by the work of Sally Banes and photographer Martha Cooper in the early 

1980s, journalists have long been the first frontier for coverage of what are widely regarded as 

dance fads. This continues to be true, as can be seen from the recent New York Times article on 

Jerking, a popular dance form in Los Angeles, already in its second or third year of popularity 

when it reached the national press (Trebay 2009). The lack of scholarly research and publication 

focused on the development, dissemination, and practice of popular dance forms of any given 
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location or time period may be due to their sometimes transience, as well as their roots in teen, 

often urban cultures. Some dance scholars may not feel that the study of popular dance is 

relevant to the work they are doing, and others may simply not be interested. Those who are 

interested are confronted with many challenges and difficulties, like the ones that I faced myself 

while investigating the topic of this paper. 

In the work that does exist on Hip-Hop dance forms�—and this is true for most writing 

about popular dance that I came across�—authors mostly look at the  industry or artistry of the 

music that the dance is connected to, or the socio-historical context of the fact that x dance is 

being done by y group of people. What is not present, with the exception of the above-mentioned 

texts and a few others, are authors who look at the dance forms in and of themselves as 

collections of codified movement performed by a group of people in, yes, a socio-historical but 

also aesthetic and cultural context.  

Because of the imbalance of source material, between the two dance forms and socio-

historical and aesthetic investigation, the inclusion of some types of information in the following 

chapters may seem somewhat uneven. Part of what I try to accomplish with this work is to 

synthesize the, in some cases very limited, already existing information on each dance form and 

include it here, while attempting to not repeat the work of many excellent scholars before me. 

In the following chapters I have attempted to sort through the information and texts 

written on both directly and tangentially related topics, and through different lenses, to cull those 

facts and opinions which shed light on the particular task of this paper. That task is to compare 

the historical and aesthetic development of these two particular popular dance forms, B-boying 

and Kuduro, with the intent to discern the evolution of Kuduro, and to solidify the findings 

through the provision and analysis of movement encyclopedias for each form.  
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As mentioned earlier, there is a fairly large body of work on the historical and 

sociological development of Hip-Hop in the South Bronx, and some work describing the history 

of B-boying. In dwelling extensively on the development of B-boying, the existing resources, 

and particularly the discrepancies in re-tellings of B-boying�’s history, I hope to propose parallels 

to the development of Kuduro. Simultaneously, I am proposing possible parallels in how the 

theories about B-boying, and the problems encountered in that literature, may shape the way that 

Kuduro�—and other popular dance forms�—is investigated. General statements about the way B-

boying was shaped by and in turn shaped the environment of B-boys can and should be read as 

highly applicable to the shaping of realities by Kuduro dancers. And, in some years�’ time, there 

may be a larger amount of similar work that does in fact do the same, although it is hard to 

imagine that any artistic movement will ever be as widely discussed as Hip-Hop. 

I have specifically looked at the time period of 1975-1985, and not contemporary B-

boying, in order to compare the historic-aesthetic context, aesthetic developments and issues, and 

the inventory of movement at that time. This time period covers the first ten years of the form, so 

I propose that the conclusions that have been drawn from that period may be applicable to and 

projectable onto Kuduro, which is almost ten years old itself. 

 

Why an Encyclopedia? 

When Hip-Hop theorists speak about B-boying and the other Hip-Hop art forms: Graffiti, 

DJing, and MCing, they tend to describe their practice in sweeping terms. If they do look at 

technical elements of the art forms, they do so broadly, looking at the big picture�—what does 

this form basically or generally look like? But what makes up any dance form is specific moves, 

which have second-to-second realities, histories, decisions, and innovations. These individual 
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moves are an element that has been left out of many considerations of B-boying, and should not 

be. In Chapter 7, I have provided an encyclopedia of common moves for each form, with as 

much information about each move as possible. A detailed description of how the moves and 

their descriptions were compiled appears in Chapter 3. 

It is important to know what these forms actually look like in order to discuss them 

properly. Work about Hip-Hop dance, and particularly about B-boying, that does not look at the 

specifics of practice often nonetheless provides comparisons and discussions about aesthetics. 

One reason these conclusions can be reached with relative ease when looking at large-scale 

aesthetics and facts about performance context and performitivity, is that these remain constant 

throughout a fairly large proportion of popular dance in general. This constancy is important, and 

will be discussed at length. However, what is also important to note is the actual moves which 

are being performed; to speak about not just use of space, or timing, or mimesis, but which 

muscles and joints are being utilized and to what effect. This data should be understood, coded 

and dealt with properly, a task which I attempt to complete in the encyclopedias in Chapter 7. An 

assessment of the aesthetics and practice of a form in relation to its developmental context and in 

comparison to other forms is well founded if it is reached by defining and analyzing the actual 

movement of each form. 

 

Further Complications 

It is important to note again that I am not looking at any of the many types of 

contemporary Hip-Hop dance, some of which are referred to by dance scholar Katrina Hazzard-

Donald as �‘rap dancing�’ (1996:227). I am looking just at B-boying, which is at the base of Hip-

Hop dance.  More specifically, I am looking at a particular snapshot of B-boying�—its inception 
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and development in the boroughs of New York City in the years 1975-1985. Except when its 

development since 1985 becomes pertinent to the discussion of B-boying in relation to Kuduro, I 

am staying within that ten year time period. It is difficult to say when contact between B-boying 

and Kuduro may have occurred, but many of the moves in the Kuduro videos that look like B-

boying were developed in the last fifteen or so years. So, while my focus here is the early B-

boying vocabulary, I have tried to include post-1985 moves where they allow for a better context 

in which to see possible borrowings, and have included notes in both encyclopedias where B-

boying moves not mentioned previously warrant discussion.  

In addition, it is important to recognize that while B-boying is the first instantiation of 

Hip-Hop Dance, not all Hip-Hop dance is a form of B-boying. Many current Hip-Hop forms mix 

influences from this early period of B-boying and the co-existing dance forms Popping, Locking, 

and Uprock, about which more is said below. While other forms have evolved away from B-

boying, there is still a relatively conservative form of B-boying, which maintains the structure, 

aesthetics, and basic moves of the time period investigated in this paper, while adding new 

movement. At present, B-boying is practiced all over the world. 

I culled the information included in the discussion of the development of B-boying from 

a variety of existing sources. I pulled from general accounts of Hip-Hop history as well as 

anecdotal stories about the development of breaking particularly. When it existed, I have 

included scholarly analysis of the form. My goal in assembling these sources is two-fold. First, it 

is important to synthesize the existing information and put some of the�—often conflicting�—

stories and facts in relief. Second, in order to make larger claims about B-boying's aesthetics, 

transmutability, and sociological connections to its developmental context, it is essential to 

understand the context of the development of the moves. 
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As I mentioned earlier, these historical and sociological accounts of B-boying are easy to 

access, and the information in them is at least somewhat familiar to many people. This is not true 

of the development of Kuduro. But, in order to make claims about similarities and possible 

synchronic connections between B-boying and Kuduro, it seems important to present their 

historico-aesthetic contexts in a parallel fashion, even if some of the information I included is 

available in other sources. I have tried to do this by delineating categorical aspects of each 

dance�’s development. In this way, commonalities as well as dissimilarities can come to the fore. 

The presentation of the history and aesthetics of the Bronx and the development of B-

boying may seem simplistic to some; for the most part this is because excellent work in this area 

has already been completed, particularly by Jeff Chang and Joseph Schloss. In addition, in-depth 

discussion of the contested issues of the development of B-boying are outside the scope of this 

paper, where I have focused on Kuduro, a form whose contested issues have hardly even been 

identified. To be specific, this is not a history or analysis of the inclusion and classification of the 

Funk Styles�—Popping and Locking�—into B-boying and subsequent Hip-Hop dance.  

There is no controversy surrounding their initial inception on the West Coast. Rather, the 

trouble arises when these forms appear in New York. As such, I am including g discussion of 

those forms as they existed in the context of Bronx-based B-boying of the 1970s and 1980s. 

They can be regarded as cross-cultural borrowings and influences, just as I describe moves in 

Kuduro which can be traced back to dance traditions and trends in neighboring African 

countries. In other words, I am picking up the history of Popping and Locking from the 

perspective of the Bronx practitioners, whose use and incorporation of Popping and Locking we 

have ample evidence for. Where it becomes necessary to note this and other issues of contention, 

I have done so briefly and referred the reader to more in-depth discussion on the given topic. 
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In the following chapter I lay out the conceptual framework through which I am 

investigating the socio-historical and aesthetic commonalities between B-boying and Kuduro. It 

is important to understand the socio-historical context of each form for a complete understanding 

of itself. But it is also important in order to be able to consider their developments in parallel, 

and in order to use them as samples for broader assertions about the development of popular 

dance movement. In the third chapter, I outline the role that technology has played in the 

development and dissemination of these forms, and the methodology which I employed to 

compile the movement encyclopedias. The fourth and fifth chapters give brief accounts of the 

history, both political and musical, of both forms and their host cities. The sixth chapter 

delineates the development of the aesthetics and movement of the forms, and the movement 

encyclopedias for both Kuduro and B-boying are in the seventh chapter. 

A few comments on the terminology I am using throughout the text: I have chosen to 

write Hip-Hop exactly as such, with capitalization and hyphenation. There are many variations 

on capitalization and punctuation that are used widely; in direct quotations I have maintained the 

original author's formatting. I am using the term Hip-Hop to stand for the conglomeration of 

artforms which were united by a common culture in the South Bronx in the late 1970s and early 

1980s, and their contemporary evolutions. These forms are the visual form Graffiti, the musical 

forms DJing and MCing, and the corporeal form B-boying. For an in-depth look at the various 

uses of the term Hip-Hop, and their implications, see Schloss (2009:4-7).   

In keeping with the nomenclature of practitioners, I will use B-boying as the name of the 

genre of dance I am describing in this text. A person who practices this form is called a B-boy. 

These terms are not gender exclusive, but the vast majority of practitioners in the time period in 

question were certainly male. For a brilliant discussion of the use of the term Breakdancing, the 
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origins of the name B-boy, and the implications nomenclature has had on B-boy history, see 

Schloss (2009:58-67). Sources written from different perspectives at different times use various 

terms to refer to this dance and its practitioners, and I have maintained the original usage in 

direct quotes. 
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CHAPTER 2: Historico-aesthetic Contextual Parallels 

All cultural practices have antecedents and precursors. But the question of where 
an old style ends and a new one begins is always subjective, political, and to some 
degree arbitrary. For those that love the old ways, new styles are merely 
superficial variations of existing practice. For those who love the new ways, the 
old styles were merely precursors to the true art.  

(Schloss 2009: 131-132) 
 

Socio-Historical Parallels 
 

The racial make-up of the Bronx at the inception of Hip-Hop, as well as general 

perceptions of who belongs in Hip-Hop culture, permeates most discussions of the genre. This is 

important because, as Halifu Osumare says, �“no investigation of hip-hop inside or outside the 

United States can be complete without the discussion of the issue of race, its place in America, 

and the resulting appropriation and exportation of �‘blackness�’�” (2007:8). Her book The 

Africanist Aesthetic in Global Hip-Hop Dance: Power Move is invaluable for its focus on formal 

as well as sociological, aesthetic components of B-boying and how they manifest world-wide. In 

it, she points out that this discussion is further complicated by the variable of class, especially 

outside of the United States, where because of the structure of post-colonial societies, socio-

economic status may be the defining characteristic of a neighborhood or community. Hip-Hop 

then can be broadly described as acting as �“the voice of the disenfranchised have-nots�” because 

it is adopted and embraced by communities who are peripheralized not only because of race, but 

also socio-economics (Osumare 2007:9). Or, as Andy Bennett in his article on the Hip-Hop 

scenes in two European cities puts it, �“Black culture becomes a global culture, its styles, music, 

and images crossing with a range of different national and regional sensibilities throughout the 

world and initiating a plurality of responses�” (2004:179); the end result is Global Hip-Hop. 

In order to bring into the equation other social realities which can sometimes be 

confounded with race, Osumare introduces a framework she calls connective marginalities. 
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Through this framework she proposes that the spread of Hip-Hop and the communities in which 

it takes root can be predicted or explained, and�—importantly for the line of inquiry of this 

paper�—connected to the initial development of Hip-Hop in the United States. The connective 

marginalities she introduces are representative of social, political, and historical realities which 

exist in the post-colonial era, and which are found in geographically diverse locations. These are, 

in descending order of importance or salience, youth rebellion, historical oppression, class, and 

culture (Osumare 2007:15).  

It is interesting to note that those people who are largely responsible for the development 

and continuation of the Hip-Hop forms, both in the United States and globally, are the people 

who, in large part, can be characterized as belonging to the most marginalized, least privileged 

groups. And yet, they have pioneered and driven popular culture worldwide. This is particularly 

true of African Americans, which Osumare calls an �“implicit irony�” in the spread of global Hip-

Hop (2007:23). She makes the distinction however, that Hip-Hop is not based on �“a black racial 

essence�” but rather on the aesthetic of the culture (2007:31).  

Hip-Hop scholar Tricia Rose takes a different viewpoint, placing in poetic parallel the 

social dislocation, violence, and tension of the developmental environment and the formal 

aspects of Hip-Hop artforms like scratching in DJing, breaking corporeal lines in B-boying, and 

syncopation in Hip-Hop music. This emphasizes the connectivity and, it seems, causality 

between the socio-historical�—and geographical/architectural, I would add�—realities of the youth 

who pioneered Hip-Hop, and the actual formal aesthetics which they, consciously or not, 

practiced and utilized (Rose 1994: 39). Osumare disagrees with this sociological explanation, 

saying that the formal elements of Hip-Hop are just, and only that, formal, aesthetic elements, 
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but that they are connected to and derived from Africanist aesthetic practices and traditions, 

which are discussed in detail in the next section (2007:47).  

            What in part makes it difficult to decide between these two ideas�—if indeed one needs to 

be chosen over the other�—is the similarities in the environments which have given rise to 

popular dance forms, be they in the end deemed Hip-Hop derivative or not. Because there are so 

many forms with similar aesthetics which have developed in tandem and semi-autonomously 

from other Hip-Hop forms, and their creators and their environments have so much in common, 

it does call attention to what kind of causality there is between the people who are creating and 

innovating within these genres, and the genres and their movement. 

            To be sure, while these connective marginalities are good predictors of where Hip-Hop 

dance or other youth popular movements might spring up, or existing forms with their own set of 

aesthetics might take root, the aesthetics and identity of the new form will be dictated, in large 

part, by the aesthetics and identity of the host community. As historian and critic Murray Forman 

says, �“hip hop is also part of the everyday practices and experiences of youths around the world 

as they combine its expressive forms with their own national and local inflections [�…] creating 

new locally relevant meanings and redefining their social environments as they do so�” 

(2004:156). Bennett takes this point further, countering previous claims in the field that Hip-Hop 

culture was or should be confined to African-American and African-diasporic communities by 

saying that �“hip hop is culturally mobile; that the definition of hip hop culture and its attendant 

notions of authenticity are constantly being �‘remade�’�” (2004:177). 

In addition to the societal, less tangible connective marginalities proposed by Osumare, I 

would like to propose an additional, physical marginality, that is to say a literal and figurative 
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peripheralization of the communities that developed these forms.2 This is a peripheralizaiton of 

poor Angolans into the musseques or shantytowns of the capital city Luanda, of African-

Americans and Latinos into the South Bronx, and the figurative societal peripheralization they 

found themselves in once they were out of the view and thought of the local, state, and global 

populations and governments.  

And yet, the dance provides a way to combat or reclaim this periphery or liminal space. 

The territorialism of crews and the personal identification with a given neighborhood or territory 

offers the ownership of space and the public recognition of this ownership that would otherwise 

not be possible for the population. In his  discussion of claiming space through graffiti, 

proclaiming affiliation in rhymes, or using a space as a battle ground for dance, Forman asserts 

that these practices are ones that �“[bind] locale, resistance, innovation, affirmation, and cultural 

identity within a complex web of spatialized meanings and practices�” (2004:155). 

In light of the constant states of de-construction, dilapidation, and transition of their 

surroundings, it is incredible that the young inhabitants of the South Bronx and of Luanda�’s 

musseques practice dance forms so focused on architectural shapes. Through practice of these 

dance forms, they build their own corporeal frames to inhabit and explore. 

Dance’s Place in Society 

The motivation for a given dance form to exist in its society can and should be looked at 

in two ways; from an emic perspective�—what roles and purposes it fulfills within the society�—

and from an etic perspective�—what account can we posit for that particular society giving rise to 

that particular form. Osumare points to the opportunity dance presents for �“transmitting and re-

                                                 
2 The highly useful concept and term peripheralization was introduced to me in Jenkins (2002). 
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creating cultural memory�” (2007:49). It does this by passing on not only the form but the 

environment the form arose in, as Schloss says,  

people develop art forms that are consistent with the material conditions of their 
particular environment [�…] as a result, the aesthetic principles of an art form not only can 
tell us about the conditions that led to particular artistic decisions being made but can also 
provide insight into the community�’s abstract understanding of�—and approach to�—those 
conditions. (2009:69-70) 
  

Cross-culturally, involvement with popular dance forms tends to be a way for practitioners, often 

youth, to use energy, time, and engage with emotions. This involvement is often in the face of 

post-colonial or other social pressures and inequalities mentioned above. It also serves as 

amusement for the practitioners and observers alike. 

            It is important to allow even a simple reason like amusement to be seen as a motivating 

factor for an individual to get involved with dance. This is part of the distinction made between 

Rose and Osumare in the previous section; in much scholarly writing, the writers �“ascribe the 

loftiest motives to the most mundane choices�” (Schloss 2009:7). And yet, while there are 

certainly many intertwined reasons that an individual would choose any given pastime, it is 

important to include personal affinity and aptitude for a form, as well as aesthetic enjoyment. 

At the same time, dance can have larger significance than just being enjoyable. Popular 

dance in is an act of expression even just in the engagement of the act, regardless of overt 

narrative or lack thereof within a given performance. The practitioners and audience are 

engaging in a defining activity; defining one�’s identity as a unique individual who is part of a 

specific community and at the same time specifically not part of another. As Margaret Drewal 

states: �“Indeed both subversion and legitimization can emerge in the same utterance or act�” 

(Osumare 2007:50). The forming of identity through affiliation with a crew is a tricky balance; a 

dancer must be defined as an individual within a group which must itself have a coherent identity 
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to face the circumstances they find themselves in. As Forman points out, the posse or crew exists 

partly as a way to penetrate social structures and situations an individual cannot (2004:206). 

            As stated earlier in the paper, in order to get a proper view of how these forms developed, 

both the socio-historical and aesthetic contexts must be considered. The aesthetic that over-

arches both B-boying and Kuduro, and whose investigation may prove crucial to the answer of 

the directionality of influence in these forms, can be termed the Africanist Aesthetic. 

 
The Africanist Aesthetic: Broadly 
 

A relaxed torso, bent knees, rhythmically isolating trunk from head to pelvic 
girdle, complex polyrhythmic patterns that distribute themselves throughout the 
body, and quick shifts of weight in the feet to show the complexity of the musical 
structure. 

(Osumare 2007:50) 
  

The Africanist Aesthetic is a term used originally by Brenda Dixon Gottschild in her 1991 

book Digging the Africanist Presence in American Performance. This idea is also central to the 

work of Osumare, who sees Hip-Hop as the present-day point on an ongoing continuum of the 

Africanist Aesthetic. The use of the terminology Africanist does present certain difficulties. As 

Paul Gilroy, in his article on the directionalities of cultural influence in the African Diaspora 

explains, �“The syncretic complexity of black expressive cultures alone supplies powerful reasons 

to resist the idea that an untouched, pristine Africanity resides inside these forms working a 

powerful magic of alterity in order to repeatedly trigger the perception of absolute identity�” 

(Gilroy 1991:126). 

Put more simply, it seems absurd to essentialize the continent of Africa and its traditions 

to the point where any one assertion might hold for its entirety. And yet, the scholars represented 

here using this or similar aesthetic frameworks have built the description of the Africanist 

Aesthetic by looking at actual examples of dance and other arts in the African Diaspora, and 
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noting the similarities and differences. That is to say, the bundle of aesthetic characteristics 

assembled under this terminology is precise and, it seems, accurate; as such I have adopted the 

framework because of its effective and successful utilization in other texts, and must leave the 

debate concerning the terminology as outside the scope of this paper. It should be noted 

however, that Gottschild�’s use of Africanist does not cover the whole continent; it is particularly 

confined to the cultures and influences of Central and West Africa, the areas of the continent 

from which slaves were taken to the New World (Gottschild 1996:4).   

Osumare defines the Africanist Aesthetic broadly as �“a processual mode of expressivity 

that privileges the negotiation of the self in the moment through a complex use of rhythmic 

timing, verbal or nonverbal rhetorical strategies, and multiple layers of meaning that draw from 

its socio-cultural context and its audience�” (2007:12). This emphasis on the process and not the 

product is echoed by Gottschild, who says �“more fitting for qualitative than quantitative analysis, 

Africanisms shape processes or the way something is done, not simply the product or the fact 

that it is done�” (1996:3). And Gilroy puts it this way, �“Black identity �… is a coherent (if not 

always stable) experiential sense of self�” (1991:127). 

Osumare also asserts that while the manifestation of this aesthetic in the United States 

cannot be called African per se, it is still very closely related in the �“performers�’ attitude, artistic 

methodology, and relationship to audience�” (2007:12). As Schloss summarizes, �“the 

expectations of b-boying clearly derive from an Afro-diasporic world view, but one need not be 

of African descent to understand or follow them�” (2009:15). 

Bennett states that �“the commercial packaging of hip hop as a global commodity has 

facilitated its easy access by young people in many different parts of the world�” (2004:180). But 

Osumare more specifically points to the physicality of Hip-Hop as driving its appeal and 
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interpretability (2007: 22), suggesting that dance, particularly Hip-Hop dance, is a potent 

example of the spread of the Africanist Aesthetic because, being a non-verbal form, it has more 

potential for transferability cross-culturally. She goes on to say that the body itself is central to 

the Africanist aesthetic, and that dance makes visible the formal characteristics of, for example, 

rhythm; what she calls �“philosophy in action�” (2007:15). Some examples of structural and 

formal realizations of the Africanist Aesthetic are: the importance of play or innovation, the open 

circle as physical performance space, and the use of bravado and mimesis to structure the 

performance and establish one�’s relation to the dance event. These elements are all found in both 

B-boying and Kuduro.  

When noticing similarities between the two forms, a distinction can be made between 

�“direct borrowing and broader affinities�” (Gottschild 1996:2). Dance anthropologist Anya 

Peterson Royce proposes three distinctions among changes in a dance form, which can help 

when considering the development of the forms: (1) change that is gradual, either from 

imprecision in passing moves down, or because of deliberate innovation, (2) change through 

purposeful adaptation of outside elements, and their integration, and (3) change from conscious 

revision of old forms (1977:107). 

In the condensed description of the structural and formal characteristics of the Africanist 

Aesthetic which follows, I have combined the traits attributed to the Africanist Aesthetic by both 

Osumare and Gottschild, and added outside commentary where helpful. In looking at these 

categories, it is important to remember that �“these traits work together and are separated and 

categorized only for the sake of discussion. They indicate processes, tendencies, and attitudes; 

they [�…] do not appear as separate entities in practice�” (Gottschild 1996:12). 
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Play/Innovation 

The necessity to prove oneself�—in a crew, in a battle, as a group confronting external 

forces�—and the form this takes�—innovation�—is a large part of how the African Aesthetic and 

specifically Hip-Hop has continued to grow and flourish in many different environments. This is 

because forming an identity- not only a personal one, which involvement in any semi-organized 

organization certainly does, but an aesthetic identity- is through innovation and pushing the 

boundaries artistically and physically.  

Related to play and innovation are the concepts introduced by Gottschild of High Effect 

Juxtaposition, Polycentrism/Polyrhythm, and Ephebism. These affect the type of innovations 

taking place within the Africanist Aesthetic, as well as those qualities which are valued in a 

performance. High Effect Juxtaposition includes the use of �“surprise, irony, comedy, innuendo, 

double entendre, and [�…] exhilaration,�” while Polycentrism/Polyrhythm refers to the prevalence 

of isolations of the body in contrast to other, continually moving body parts, where all moving 

elements may be carrying different rhythms. Ephebism takes into account the youth of the 

developers of most forms of popular dance, and their �“power, vitality, flexibility, drive, and 

attack�” (Gottschild 1996:14-15). Recall also that youth (rebellion) is one of Osumare�’s 

connective marginalities, suggesting here an explicit overlap in socio-historic and aesthetic 

attributes.  

Royce posits that there are characteristics of dance forms which make them more likely 

to survive long-term and to continue developing than forms which do not possess them. Among 

these characteristics is whether the form nurtures improvisation and modification, that is to say, 

innovation and play. Ritual forms also tend to be long-lasting, and Royce accounts for them, 
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through the characteristics of having many links to other aspects of culture, attributes that make 

it entertaining, and others (1977:110). 

One of the reasons that innovation and modification are important to the retention of 

certain forms is that innovation is a representation of in-the-moment aesthetic preferences, such 

that the dance fits the environment it is being performed in, as Royce says, �“the fact is that some 

dances are retained and others are dropped [�…] we have the nonacceptance of specific dances 

that do not meet the aesthetic principles in operation at the time they are introduced�” (1977:181).  

Osumare describes the Africanist Aesthetic as particularly supportive of change and goes 

farther to say that the aesthetic enables a �“give-and-take with one�’s self-identity through the 

moment-by-moment improvisatory choices available�” (2007:26). This idea can also be 

encapsulated by the idea of play, that is, an openness to change and improvement, but also a 

motivation for it.  

Play and innovation are related to the question of style in these dance forms; how and 

why does an individual innovate and develop? Osumare gives a two-part answer to this question; 

individuals innovate and improve for reasons of attitude and representing. Attitude can be 

defined as the desire to present oneself well and smartly within a given moment. Representing, 

which is integral to the importance of community and crew within global Hip-Hop, is the 

obligation and honor to be the public face and body of your past and present community, on both 

a large and small scale.  
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Circle/Virtuosity 
 

The circular form has a robust and lasting quality, sometimes with mythical 
echoes, which must be linked to the way in which it defines a special, inward 
space of its own, a centre to which participants orient themselves and through 
which they relate to each other. It is a self-referential pattern of movement, and 
those who take part turn their backs, literally and perhaps symbolically, on 
outsiders and mere spectators.  

(James 2000:143) 
  

            The Circle is the privileged location for practitioners and community members; it is a 

space created by and for the direct participants in the dance event. As such, it is those members 

who are best suited to evaluate and judge the validity and prowess of the performers. For the 

most part, the circle form has stayed quite resilient to forces, colonial and commercial, that have 

tried to force open the circle, as James says, �“in spite of the dismembering and rearrangement of 

its elements as a result of the imposition of external disciplines�” (2000:141). One exception to 

this is the opening of the circle for cinematographic purposes, discussed briefly in Chapter 6. 

Osumare claims that at the base of the Africanist Aesthetic is competition, which 

manifests in Hip-Hop as a battle (Osumare 34) or cypher within the circle. As such, the circle 

becomes �“a conceptual space in which heightened consciousness exists�… a privileged outlaw 

space�” (Osumare 2007:34). Embracing the Conflict and The Aesthetic of Cool are the remaining 

of the five traits assigned by Gottschild to the Africanist Aesthetic, and they are closely related to 

the competitive battle form. 

Embracing the Conflict is a principle that points to the integration of �“difference, discord, 

and irregularity�” into the history and aesthetics of a form, rather than trying to resolve or dismiss 

it. Subordinate to this is the Aesthetic of Cool, which �“results from the juxtaposition of 

detachment with intensity�” and combines composure with vitality (Gottschild 1977:13-16). 
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The way that both B-boying and Kuduro are assessed in the context of the Circle or battle is an 

excellent example of the way that all the traits of the Africanist Aesthetic are intertwined; here 

the flexibility and strength of youth, compositional variation of the body at any given time and 

within a turn inside the circle all contribute to a valued turn. 

Typically, the best performer is determined in part by their mastery of the set skills and 

techniques that are a common base of the form. However, true appreciation is reserved for those 

who go beyond technical skill into creativity, style, and innovation, those elements which are 

developed by play. The ultimate achievement, according to sociologist Dick Hebdige, �“is to burn 

off the opposition by suddenly performing an Unnamed Move (a move that hasn�’t been seen 

before and so can�’t be matched straightaway)�” (2004:226). 

 

Codification and Naming 

If language is the exercise of power, and the act of naming is an act of 
empowerment, then what is not named, or mis-named, becomes an impotent 
backdrop for someone else�’s story. 

                                                                                                (Gottschild 1996:5) 
  
B-boying, like all elements of Hip-Hop, developed predominantly for the participants, if 

not specifically of the form itself, then of Hip-Hop culture more generally. These audience 

members then might be expected to have at least a minimal amount of knowledge about the 

form. Of course, people who have little or no experience with B-boying are almost always 

completely breath-taken and impressed by a performance of it, and it can be enjoyed by anyone. 

Having distinct, named moves that are recognized by and in the common ground for the 

practitioners of a form allows for innovation and distinction of style; one can rely on a relatively 

standard vocabulary and add to that, rather than being obligated to invent new moves in every 

moment. This also helps the audience to evaluate the performance; the virtuosity or cleanliness 
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of a move is easier to discern if there is some standard on which to base it. In addition, the 

codification of moves aids in the teaching and perfection of the moves. The codified name helps 

identify and solidify the characteristics of a specific move; it is easier to recall the movement 

when the series of body positions and motions are encompassed in one, named move. 

Having said that, one move may have many different names depending on historical and 

geographical setting. Similarly, a named move may have different instantiations in different 

communities. And in some cases, certain moves may not have names, depending on the relative 

importance they are given by the practitioners (Royce 1977:182). 
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CHAPTER 3: Technology 
 

The Role of Technology in Dissemination 
 

Hip-Hop could not have developed as it did nor continued to proliferate as it has without 

the technological aspects that built and transmitted art and information at various points in its 

history up to the present. Rose cites a concept introduced by the anthropologist Walter Ong to 

describe Hip-Hop's mode of transmission as being part of a "post-literate orality" (1994:86). This 

is an apt description considering the ubiquity of television, feature films, and now YouTube 

videos featuring Hip-Hop dance, and their importance in the spread of Hip-Hop dance. 

These technologies are, in turn, important tools in the investigation of the genesis and 

development of popular dance. This includes newer technology like the video-sharing website 

YouTube and the similar websites, DailyMotion and DanceJam. The role of these websites in the 

spread of dance fads has been widely discussed, including in a recent New York Times article 

(Bloom 2010). These sites, blogs, and chatrooms are important sources of data because they are 

instrumental to the success of dance fads. They both publicize the existence of the dance and 

enable millions of people to learn the movement themselves. This spread in turn continues the 

development of the dance and encourages innovation.  

These sites are replete with visual as well as anecdotal documentation of the development 

of and attitudes towards these forms. The Internet has made many dances that would have 

remained marginal local fads into mass global phenomena. This adds to the richness of the global 

dance repertoire but serves to further complicate the issues of directionality. The hyper-

documenting of burgeoning forms is an excellent resource for study and analysis, both because it 

provides up-to-date examples of the form and its aesthetic, and because it demonstrates a 

constant re-negotiation of authority and authenticity. 
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In the course of writing this paper I have encountered many theoretical and technological 

difficulties of documenting and discussing popular dance forms. Documentation and notation of 

dance has long been a field of study and development within dance, both for the purposes of 

record but also for practical use for reconstruction. The use and pertinence of analog forms of 

notation like Labanotation and even written description is debatable in a digital and visual era. 

However, part of my endeavor is to offer written descriptions of the movement vocabulary of B-

boying and Kuduro; as discussed earlier, there is very little description of the movement 

available, and that which is available is often confusing and unwieldy. 

As a practitioner and learner of these forms, I felt I was advantageously prepared to 

describe them and work with definitions of movement vocabulary. I think that my background 

has been quite helpful. Nonetheless, I have found the task to be quite difficult. It seems in some 

ways absurd to describe a movement in a page which takes less than ten seconds to complete. So, 

while the descriptions I give also have their flaws, the benefit that written description has over a 

notational system is the ability to display not only formalist characteristics but also cultural and 

aesthetic antecedents for a given move. 

 

Issues with YouTube as a Research Tool 

I encountered some limitations in searching YouTube for pertinent videos, which I feel 

may have affected the thoroughness of my search, although I tried to be as methodical as 

possible. One limitation is that search queries on YouTube look only in the title of the video, its 

description, and its tags. That is to say, it only searches the text which represents what the person 

who uploaded the video decided was interesting or important about it. This is a problem in terms 

of my research because what I was looking for may not be something the uploader puts any 
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value in. That there are differences in what potential viewers and uploaders are valuing is 

problematic for this kind of research, but the most salient issue is that there is no way to search 

the actual content of a video. There is also a great deal of orthographic and grammatical variation 

of words and sentences in the titles, descriptions, and tags of a video. This makes these texts 

even more difficult to navigate. 

            On a larger scale, there is inherent difficulty with using the Internet for any kind of 

research. Because there is new and different material added everyday, a thorough and methodical 

perusal of results from a search engine is rendered much less effective. It is also possible that 

material will be taken down, especially off of video sharing sites, in the case of copyright 

violation or other issues. This can mean that a valuable source can be lost. On the other hand, the 

constant flux means there is constantly new information and points of view made available at a 

much faster rate than ever before. 

 
Methods: Assembling the Encyclopedias 

 
The only reason for the existence of definitions is to allow us to talk about 
something and have others understand what it is. But there are two levels of 
understanding: one between analysts, and another that has significance for 
natives.  

Royce 1977:8 
 

Assembling the movement encyclopedias was principally an emic endeavor in that I 

privileged the practitioners�’ nomenclature and description as much as possible. This was easier 

for B-boying, as I am myself a practitioner, and am in contact with other, more experienced 

practitioners; I learned B-boying through a B-boy crew at Cornell University called Absolute 

Zero, which holds open teaching sessions. It was more difficult for Kuduro considering I was 

unable to speak to or interact with practitioners; difficult then to know how the movement is 

perceived by them. However, I tried to gain this information through the sources which I could 
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find. While I have done as much as I could to approach this project from an emic perspective, I 

will always be an outsider to the form. 

Assembling the list of B-boying moves was a relatively simple process; I used the base 

descriptions and categorization of B-boy moves in the how-to manuals Breakdancing by Mr. 

Fresh and the Supreme Rockers (1984), Breakdance! by William H. Watkins and Eric N. 

Franklin (1984), and Break Dancing by Terry Dunnahoo (1985). Then I tried to clarify and 

contextualize the moves both historically and within a given performance, wherever possible. To 

do this I used my own knowledge of the moves as well as primary and secondary reflections on 

these moves found in other texts on the development of Hip-Hop. These included Sally Banes�’s 

articles on B-boying from 1981-1985 collected in Banes (1994). I also referred to Hager (1984) 

and Fricke and Ahearn (2002) for photographic evidence of moves being performed; the photos 

cited in the encyclopedia of B-boying moves from Fricke and Ahearn (2002) are by 

photojournalist Martha Cooper, and all date between 1981 and 1982. 

The authority of the how-to manuals which I utilized to derive the B-boying encyclopedia 

presents some problems. These manuals are regarded by many practitioners and original B-boys 

as inauthentic. This is partly because of their medium, which is in direct contrast with the face-

to-face oral tradition that was responsible for continuing B-boying in the early years. In addition, 

these books were written to capitalize on the �“Breakdance�” fad, and while they had practitioner 

informants, were actually crafted by uninitiated authors and publishers. Even Sally Banes frowns 

upon Mr. Fresh and the Supreme Rockers�’ handguide, calling the data �“shallow�” (1994:158). 

However, these books are useful because they offer a precise snapshot of the moves that 

existed in this period up to 1985. This is important in that they exclude moves which were 

invented or perfected after these books were published. While the modern-day testimonies of B-
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boying pioneers are well-intentioned and extremely valuable, there is a great deal of temporal 

confusion and overlap concerning which moves were being used when and by whom. The period 

in question is, after all, almost thirty years ago. 

So, however dubious the claims these how-to manuals make about B-boying history 

might be, or how silly their prescriptive fashion lessons, the fact that they included the moves 

which they did means these moves were prevalent enough to make it into this medium. This 

points to the ubiquity of these moves and the agreement on their codification, at least up to that 

point in time.  

Assembling the list of Kuduro moves for the Kuduro encyclopedia was more complicated 

and was a many-step process. As discussed above, I am privileging a use of the nomenclature of 

the practitioners of each form. As such, I began the process by looking for evidence of named 

Kuduro moves, which I then attempted to define and describe. I looked for videos using 

YouTube and for websites using the search engine Google. Along with "Kuduro" I used search 

words denoting teaching or learning, as well as words like "movement" in English, Portuguese, 

French, and Spanish.3 I used these four languages because during more casual searches I had 

seen titles and comments of Kuduro videos in all of them. I generated a list of words and then 

used Wordreference.com to translate those I did not know, and included synonyms I had not 

accounted for.  

My motivation for this method of search was that for many popular dance forms, online 

tutorials provide clear examples of named popular moves as well as a visual and aural 

                                                 
3 The keywords I used, each in conjunction with �“kuduro�” include, with the Portuguese, aula- class, lição/ tema- 
lesson, instrucão/instrucões- instruction, aprender- learn, ensinar-teach, mostrar/ilustrar/demonstar-demonstrate, 
escola-school, curso- class, tutorial-tutorial, explacão/explicação-explanation, descricção- describe, dica-tip, como-
how, saber- know(how), movimientos-movements/moves, passos- steps, vocabulario- vocabulary, lista- list. One 
word which is crucial and which I found in context in other videos is toque/toques [tok/tok ] which is the favored 
word to mean �‘move�’ or �‘step.�’ Its literal translation is 'touch.' 
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description. Similarly, online forums or question-answering sites sometimes have entries for 

popular dance forms and their moves.  

However, very few results using this process proved informative. I found no text lists or 

descriptions of Kuduro moves outside of broad descriptions of the general feel of all Kuduro 

movement. There are a great many videos of Kuduro available on the Internet; a search for 

�“Kuduro�” on YouTube on May 10, 2010 yielded 17,500 results, although not all of those include 

dancing. However, I could locate very few videos that provided concrete information about 

specific named moves. 

Through the above-described searches on YouTube, and following links to �‘related 

videos�’ which are culled and presented on YouTube through an algorithm that looks at the same 

uploader-determined keywords described in the previous section, I found six videos that 

identified named moves, demonstrated them, or discussed them at all. Four of them, as well as 

many other videos featuring Kuduro dance, were posted by kellystress pro, who seems to be a 

Luanda-based management or public relations entity. Three of those four are revisions of the 

same footage; there are versions from 2006, 2007, and 2009. They progress towards more 

sophisticated and precise labeling of the moves, as well as the inclusion of more diverse 

supporting footage.  

The format of these three kellystress pro videos is a series of short clips where music is 

overlayed onto footage of someone performing a move, the name of which will appear as text at 

the bottom of the screen. For many of the moves, footage from different performers or different 

events will follow serially with the same music playing. There are many songs which feature the 

name of a move, and if there is one for the given move, a clip of that song will accompany that 

section of the video. 
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What was illuminative about having the same entity upload an evolving series of videos 

is that there is a certain amount of chronology that can be discerned from the differences between 

the videos. Unless more details are provided, however, the only date available is the date the 

video was posted; the time-frame of the creation is unknown. For example, the video �“1° 

Succeso �– Da K.S.P. �– Dança Angola de Qualidade�” was posted to YouTube on February 9, 

2010, by kellystress pro. However, in the description of the video, it is specified that the video 

was filmed and edited in 2006. 

One of the difficulties I encountered with the videos is that their footage is excerpted 

from larger performances. To create the video now found on YouTube, the footage has been 

edited and moves have been identified to the audience in a written label. However, some moves 

are labeled differently in the different versions, and a scene in the finished video might start 

slightly before or after the beginning of the specific move. This creates some ambivalence about 

the moves, although I was able to confirm every move in at least one other video source.  

On the other hand, other complications arose when watching the other source of codified 

movement. These were episodes from two taped studio television studio shows where a guest 

Kuduro dancer demonstrated individual moves. This is problematic for opposite reasons as 

discussed in the previous paragraph. In this format, the moves are in isolation and they look 

different than when they are being performed in combination. In some cases, the performer was 

also asked to simplify the moves for the viewers (�“A revolta" 2010, "Aulas de Kuduro" 2010). 

These shows provide an interesting hybrid of emic and etic perspective on Kuduro. They are 

produced and often hosted by non-practitioners, with some exceptions, but feature and appear 

designed for committed Kuduro devotees if not actual practitioners. 
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I tried to find independent confirmation of every move in text form as well as visually, 

but this was not always possible. It was difficult to find text confirmation partly because, as 

noted earlier, there is little written about Kuduro movement. I also found it difficult because I 

was unable to identify the spelling of some of the moves whose names I had only heard spoken 

in video clips, and for some moves my attempts at guessing based on Portuguese orthography 

yielded no results. 

The most difficult part of arriving at each entry was synthesizing the visual input of 

different videos to try to describe the movement. It was hard to identify what the definitive 

quality or identity of a move is versus what could be classified as an individual�’s personal style 

or variation. I might be completely incorrect about some of my assessments; perhaps I picked up 

on the wrong element. I also worry that there may be videos which, due to the limitations of the 

technology discussed above, I may have completely overlooked, thereby excluding possibly 

important moves from the encyclopedia. 
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CHAPTER 4: Historical Context 
 
A Brief History of the South Bronx 
  

Because most readers will be familiar with the broad history of the United States and 

New York, as well as general trends in the country in the second half of the last century, this will 

not be a very broad retelling of the history of the Bronx. Instead, I will briefly enumerate both 

externally and internally motivated events that led to the particular environment that gave rise to 

the original Hip-Hop art forms and specifically to B-boying, the first form of Hip-Hop dance. 

In the introduction to yes yes y’all: the Experience Music Project’s Oral History of Hip-

Hop’s First Decade Nelson George asserts that Hip-Hop developed uniquely when it did. He 

asks, �“Could hip-hop have been born in the tightly policed, gentrified, self-congratulatory Big 

Apple of the �‘90s? My guess is no. The very lack of civil control (and concern) that marked New 

York in the 1970s aided the culture�’s incubation.�” He continues this by saying �“much as the 

lawlessness of the Prohibition era aided the development of jazz, the lackadaisical criminal 

enforcement policies of the �‘70s encouraged the experimentation that was eventually organized 

into the hip-hop industry�” (Fricke and Ahearn 2002:iv). Perhaps �“lackadaisical�” could better be 

stated as �‘arbitrary�’ because not just the absence but the presence of police, often in situations the 

Bronx residents felt were racially driven, motivated and shaped the artistic products of these 

residents. Schloss seconds this feeling of abandonment, saying that it is the city�’s neglect that 

brought neighborhoods together as a social unit (2009:142). 

            In his brilliant, wide-reaching examination of Hip-Hop history and sociology Can’t Stop 

Won’t Stop, Jeff Chang starts the story of the Bronx that gave birth to Hip-Hop around the late 

1950s. Particularly he puts the beginning at the construction of the Cross-Bronx Expressway, 

starting around 1953. The Cross-Bronx Expressway was built with the goal of transporting 
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business and people from New Jersey to Manhattan in a record 15 minutes. The construction 

destroyed housing of many former white and middle class Bronx residents, who retreated to the 

far northern Bronx, or into the suburbs, following the Cross Bronx Expressway out of the Bronx 

(2005:10-12). 

            At the same time, urban renewal projects in Manhattan forced poor African American, 

Puerto Rican, and Jewish families into Brooklyn and the South Bronx, which further contributed 

to the departure of some more privileged families to the suburbs (�“Bronx in Brief�” 2008, �“South 

Bronx�” 2001). The particular situation of the Bronx in this period was the product of a 

confluence of economic factors. High taxes drove manufacturing out of the area, which led to a 

severe job shortage while rent control led to negligent landlords and later rampant arson. In 

addition there was an abandonment of the areas by the city, state, and federal governments 

(Chang 2005:14). The article �“The South Bronx�” points out that large expressways have been 

built in many other large cities and did not result in the burnt-out rubble of the South Bronx. 

Rather, the article asserts, it was the confluence of all the particular events in conjunction with 

the Cross Bronx Expressway that led to the state of the South Bronx in the 1960s and 1970s. 

            Into this environment enter the African American, Afro-Caribbean, and Latino 

communities who adopted the South Bronx and made it distinctly theirs. For youth raised in this 

area, part of their engagement with their environment was through neighborhood gangs. The 

functions of the gangs ranged from protecting members from other gangs and bullies to trying to 

eradicate drug-dealers and junkies from their neighborhoods (Chang 2005:49). Gangs were also 

a way to pass the time and to get into trouble. Gang wars often led to severe violence and death, 

and finally the tension in the South Bronx rose to a point where an important gang leader was 

killed trying to implement peace. After this event and the discussions of peace and gang 
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regulation that followed, the gangs started to dissipate. Some gang members and organizations 

moved on to other endeavors, including the drug market, motorcycle clubs, conflict with gangs 

in the North Bronx, and protection rackets (Chang 2005:62). 

            The void that developed in the wake of gang dissipation, and the younger generation�’s 

need for engagement and entertainment, was the perfect environment for Afrika Bambaataa�’s 

Zulu Nation to take hold. The Zulu Nation was developed to be an over-arching organization that 

drew membership from all over the South Bronx to promote afrocentrism, Hip-Hop, and positive 

self-images for the members. It also had a subordinate group, the Zulu Kings, who were a B-

boying crew. It was wildly successful gaining many adherents in the South Bronx in the late 

1970s, and has since spread throughout New York City and the world (Chang 2005:105).4  

            It is difficult to get statistical data for this time period. This can be attributed partly to the 

fact that the South Bronx was a relatively informal distinction municipally�—although not to its 

residents, to which it was very clear. However, it is known that between 1970 and 1980, there 

was a 57% loss of population in the South Bronx; a decline from 383,000 to 166,000, due to 

migration out of the area (�“South Bronx�” 2001), and according to 1970 Census Data, 60% of 

single mothers with children were below the poverty line (Bosworth 2009). Youth 

unemployment was somewhere between 60% and 80% in this time, (Chang 2005:13) and while 

there is anecdotal evidence of school gyms being used for gang meetings, parties, and dances, 

there is little talk about school attendance. However, between 80% and 90% of Bronx residents 

over 25 were said to have at least four years of high school (Bosworth 2009). The 1970 and 1980 

Census data also suggest that the ratio of non-Hispanic Black population to Hispanics was about 

3:4, with the majority of Hispanics claiming Puerto Rican heritage (Bosworth 2009). 
                                                 
4 This is an extremely boiled-down version of the history of the South Bronx, and particularly of the evolution of the 
gangs and the Zulu Nation. For an excellent coverage of these specific topics, see Chang 2005: 89-109. 
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A Brief History of Angola and Luanda  

In contrast to the more well-known background of the development of the Eastern United 

States and New York City, readers may not be as familiar with the history of Angola and, 

particularly, Luanda, the city where Kuduro was born. As such, the scope of this section will be 

much broader than that of the preceding section. While the following historical and sociological 

information on Angola may seem dry and slightly removed from the central focus of this 

paper�—the formal and physical realities of two particular dance forms�—, it is essential 

background knowledge for understanding the environment in which Kuduro developed.  

The city of Luanda, the capital of Angola, is in the Malanje region of North-West Angola 

(Molina 2008). It was founded in 1576, and was the Portuguese�’s most important port for the 

slave trade to the New World until trade slowed after the independence of Brazil in 1822 and 

stopped completely after the international abolition of the slave trade in the 1850s (Crocitti 

1999:62, 123; Moorman 2008:31). 

The 1885 Conference of Berlin required European countries to physically occupy and 

control territory on the continent of Africa which they laid claim to. Because of this and other 

reasons, the Portuguese encouraged and supported Portuguese immigration to Angola throughout 

their occupation of the country. While there were intents to increase Portuguese power and 

ubiquity in the country by settling throughout the region, including in rural, agricultural areas, 

most Portuguese settled in the cities, particularly in Luanda. This pushed Angolans out of the 

city center and in to the musseques, the outlying areas of Luanda (Jenkins 2002:117-118). This 

peripheralization is discussed in detail in the next section. Not only were the Angolans pushed 

out of the city, but also out of business and trade; according to Jenkins, even taxi drivers and 

store clerks were Portuguese at the time of independence, 1975 (2002:118). 
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After 1950 there was a greater influx of White Europeans into the country, partially in an 

attempt to keep control of the country. This increase intensified racial and political tension, 

especially in light of increasing moves towards decolonization on the rest of the continent. Three 

groups were formed that fought both politically and militarily in the struggle for independence, 

and they still are still active today (Bureau 2010). Each party had ties to local indigenous groups 

as well as historical links with outside political entities and philosophies during the struggle for 

independence and the subsequent civil war. The Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola 

(MPLA) has a large ethnic Kimbundu and mestiço (mixed European/African) base, and held ties 

to the Marxist/Socialist parties in Portugal, the Soviet Union, and Cuba. The National Front for 

the Liberation of Angola (FNLA) is largely ethnically Bakongo, and was linked to the United 

States and Congo, while the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) is 

mostly supported by Ovimbundu peoples, and was tied politically to China and apartheid South 

Africa. These groups fought against Portugal in the 1960s, but with little success (Bureau 2010). 

A military coup in 1974 which overthrew the fascist Portuguese government led to the 

independence of Angola, and at independence, power from the Portuguese government was 

handed over to a coalition of the three groups mentioned above.  Because the MPLA was led by 

members of the indigenous elite and were aligned with the left-wing powers responsible for the 

coup in Portugal, they quickly ascended to power over the other organizations (Jenkins 

2002:119).   

            UNITA and FNLA forces, backed by their international allies, engaged in armed conflict 

to try and gain control from the MPLA, and the two opposition groups formed a coalition 

government based in the inland city of Huambo (Bureau 2010). This internationalized civil war 

continued until 1991 when an electoral process for a democratic Angola was established under 
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the supervision of the United Nations. UNITA�’s candidate, Jonas Savimbi, lost to the MPLA 

president José Eduardo dos Santos 40% to 49%, and when the required run-off election was not 

held, fighting between the factions was renewed (Bureau 2010, CIA 2010). The next decade was 

shaped by various attempts to end the war by internal and international processes, and increased 

fighting when these attempts failed. This continued until 2002 when the death in combat of 

opposition leader Savimbi brought an informal end to the civil war, which was later made 

official (CIA 2010). 

            Greater access to Angola�’s natural resources like oil and diamonds since the end of the 

civil war has led to a rapid increase in the growth of the Angolan economy, aided by the 

investments of international corporations and countries such as the United States and China 

(Silva 2009, CIA 2010). Corruption and complicated bureaucracy continue to make growth and 

improvement, economical and social, difficult. Since the end of the war the government has 

moved towards democracy; with help from the United Nations, a democratic electoral process 

was implemented in 2002. Parliamentary elections in 2008 resulted in a large majority of MPLA 

seats, but not to the exclusion of other groups. MPLA won 191 seats, UNITA 16, FNLA 3, the 

Social Renewal Party (PRS) 8 and the New Democracy coalition 2 seats. This parliament 

enacted a new constitution in February 2010 (Bureau 2010).   

Present-day Angola 

The 2009 estimate for the Angolan population was 12,799,293, which puts them as the 

seventieth biggest country in the world. Their life expectancy is an astonishingly low 38.2 years, 

the lowest in the world, and their death rate is the highest in the world (CIA 2010).  

The ethnic make-up of the country is 37% Ovimbundu, 25% Kimbundu, 13% Bakongo, 2% 

mestiço, 1% European, and a mixed final 22% (CIA, Bureau 2010).  The official and most 
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common language is Portuguese, but Bantu languages Umbundu, Kimbundu, and Kikongo are 

still spoken (Bureau 2010). A 2001 estimate of religious observance showed 12% indigenous 

beliefs, 68% Roman Catholic, and 20% Protestant. (Bureau 2010). There is no data on the 

possible presence of blended, syncretized religions which are found in many other areas of the 

African Diaspora.   

            It was estimated in 2004 that only about 26% of all school-aged children are enrolled in 

school, but that the current total literacy rate is 67.4% (CIA 2010, Bureau 2010). The ratio of 

men to women is about one-to-one (CIA 2010). 

 

Urban Peripheralization: Musseques5 

Kuduro developed in the musseques of Luanda, which are the shanty-towns that are part 

of Luanda�’s urban agglomeration. An urban agglomeration, as defined by the CIA factbook, is 

�“the city or town proper and also the suburban fringe or thickly settled territory lying outside of, 

but adjacent to, the boundaries of the city�” (CIA 2010). The term Musseque comes from a 

Kimbundu word that describes the red, sandy soils of the hilly land outside of the city proper 

(Jenkins 2002), but now semantically encompasses the location, buildings, and social realities of 

this space. 

In 2008, about 57% of the total Angolan population lived in an urban area, with a 4.4% 

annual rate of increasing urbanization (CIA 2010). It is estimated that the population of Luanda 

itself has grown about 7% per year since independence; half of this is due to migration and the 

rest to natural population growth (Jenkins 2002:121). While there are several other large urban 

                                                 
5 One paper which was  immensely helpful in understanding the state of urbanization of the musseques and their 
population, and which introduced me to the idea of peripheralization,  (Jenkins) was written in April 2002, just two 
months after Savimbi�’s death, but before the end of the war was officially declared. 
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cities inland, Luanda and the surrounding musseques are the most heavily populated area of the 

country; according to Luaty da Silva, a Kuduro music video director, the agglomeration of 

Luanda is 90% musseques (Molina 2008).  

The socio-economic level of musseque residents is very low and the influence or control 

of the police and government is weak (Molina 2008); a 2006 estimate put about 40.5% of the 

Angolan population below the poverty line (CIA 2010). These areas are more or less 

synonymous with the idea of �“the inner city�” in the general American psyche; the parallels with 

the Bronx in the period of Hip-Hop�’s birth, and the manifestations of Osumare�’s connective 

marginalities are many. It is interesting to note that the inhabitants of comparable areas in the 

United States or Europe are for the most part immigrants or ethnic minorities (even if they have 

been residents of their country for centuries). The colonial situation and history of Angola is 

quite different; it was those people who were native to the country that were marginalized, 

literally, to increasingly distant outer areas of the cities. In this way the situation of Angola is 

similar to certain aspects of that of Native Americans in the United States.  

Pre-Independence Musseque Growth 

Before independence, the social hierarchy privileged all Portuguese immigrants and their 

offspring above any native Angolans; this included, to a certain extent, the mestiços who are 

people of mixed European and indigenous race. Next in the hierarchy were the assimilados: 

Portuguese-speaking, literate, Catholic Angolans who were granted citizenship on condition of 

those traits. Lowest on the ladder were the indigenas, those Angolans who were not defined as 

citizens and had no rights under the law (Moorman 2008:44). The relations between the different 

levels of Angolan society varied depending on the particular time period and political climate. 
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The abovementioned increased Portuguese migration to Luanda in the 1950s and onward 

led to an expanded need for housing, and also an expansion of the Baixa, the downtown area of 

Luanda. Already established musseques were destroyed to make way for modernization of the 

city proper, and inhabitants of the destroyed musseques had to move even farther out of the city 

to rebuild (Jenkins 2002:118). Physically the musseques were constructed of sticks, clay, and 

salvaged materials like hubcaps and planks of wood. Running water was very infrequently 

available, mostly only in government-constructed neighborhoods, of which there are few 

(Moorman 2008:33). 

Even many of the assimilados, who had been relatively well-integrated into Luandan 

society, were kicked out of the main city. Many went to live in the musseques, where, because 

they had to cohabitate, there may have been a greater sense of camaraderie between them and the 

indigenas than was previously true (Moorman 2008:44).  

Because of this period of growth in the 1950s through the 1970s, the population density 

of the musseques at this time rose rapidly, as increasingly high numbers of people were forced 

into the musseques, in turn causing the development of more musseque growth (Jenkins 

2002:118). The colonial government and social scientists regarded the musseques as breeding 

zones for disease and social ills, full of unemployed and underskilled young men (Moorman 

2008:33). In this period there were many more male residents than female, possibly because 

these men came from the countryside to escape the forced labor required by the state for 

unemployed males (Moorman 2008:35).  

Growth in Luanda was not only from new waves of Portuguese. By the late 1960s many 

Kimbundu, who are native to the region and were living in Luanda, had integrated Portuguese 

customs and habits into their lifestyle. Some married with Portuguese, which led to a new class 
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of mestiços who, if privileged enough to receive formal education, and deemed to have fully 

adopted Portuguese customs, were granted the status of assimilados (Collelo 1991). The 

Kimbundu, as mentioned before, went on to become the base of the MPLA party which held 

power against the opposition forces during the civil war. 

Another significant population of migrants to Luanda were Bakongo, returning to Angola 

after independence. The Bakongo, originally from the Northern areas of the country, were 

responsible for an important uprising against the Portuguese in 1961, following which their 

people were brutally massacred. To escape the Portuguese retaliation, they fled to what was at 

the time Zaire,6 coming back into Angola from 1977 on (Collelo 1991, Jenkins 2002:120). 

Post-Independence Musseque Growth 

There is immigration from rural areas all over the country to urban centers; it is thought 

that about a quarter of Angola�’s population lives in the musseques currently (�“Countries�” n.d.). 

Older people who leave rural areas mostly migrate to the large inland cities, but it is young 

people, mostly single, who migrate to Luanda and the musseques. When they arrive, they often 

start large families (Jenkins 2002:120). One source of migration to urban areas was during the 

civil war, when people fled to urbanized areas because they were safer; most landmines for 

example were placed in agricultural areas (�“Countries�” n.d.).  

There is currently very little profit to be acquired in agriculture because of low 

international market value for Angolan crops, and very high levels of foreign product 

importation. The diamond and oil extraction industries, while very important and highly 

profitable for the country, do not supply high employment, and most of the profit goes to the 

government. Because these two possible sources of rural-based employment do not serve much 
                                                 
6 Formerly the Belgian Congo, which won independence from Belgium in 1960. Now officially The Democratic 
Republic of Congo. 
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of the population, the rural-to-urban migration of the immediately post-independence period 

remains strong at present. This is true even though most live in extreme poverty once they reach 

the urban areas (Jenkins 2002:127). 

There is no longer the physical outward-forcing pressure from a colonial power 

centralized in the baixa. However, during the civil war up to the present, there has been a 

campaign of formal urbanization in the wake of increased globalization and commercial 

interaction with highly industrialized nations. This has led to new rounds of forced evictions and 

slum clearance in the musseques to make way for commercial or government public projects 

(Jenkins 2002:124). 

Musseques Culture and Society 

            Urbanization of the population manifests itself not just in the removal from a physical 

rural way of life but also in changes the dynamic of social and cultural interactions. While in 

rural areas interactions and decisions are based largely in terms of ethnicity or kinship, the 

absence or blurring of these levels of organization in the cities leads to a reliance on people 

based on common interests, economic concerns, and a need for survival. The musseques are 

largely homogenized in terms of ethnicity, with representatives of all ethnic groups in most areas 

of the musseques. The traditional agriculturally-based culture of many groups is no longer 

relevant, so many musseque residents are re-shaping their traditions to accommodate their 

situations (Collelo 1991). 

Jenkins points to the returning Bakongo as an example of urban re-shaping of cultural 

values and structure; many of the Bakongo who fled to Zaire lived in the then post-colonial 

capital Kinshasa. Jenkins states that they brought back with them �“economic survival skills and 

an urban civic culture that are significantly different from those of other Angolans.�” He 
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particularly highlights their emphasis on a system of mutual support (2002:120). The experience 

of the Bakongo then transfers to other residents; in the close quarters of the musseques, the 

cultural and personal experiences of individuals and groups inform the development of the 

community as a whole. 

This ability to interact and work as a cohesive community becomes of the utmost 

importance in the face of an almost total lack of state-run social services. There are extreme 

health concerns in the musseques, such as a lack of medical services, clean water, and waste 

removal, and high rates of HIV/AIDS and cholera (Da Silva 2007:2), although there are 

community-based efforts to deal with the issue of sanitation among others (Jenkins 2002:122). 

There are, as indicated before, extreme levels of unemployment due to limited industrialization 

and corruption at high levels of the Angolan government. Luanda is, however, one of the most 

expensive cities in Africa. As such, crime rates are high, and injustices by police and state 

officials are common (Da Silva 2007:2).  

From the Angolan government�’s perspective as well as that of many aid organizations, 

�“the problem of the musseques is seen as '...too much anarchic construction that does not follow 

the proper rules of urbanization' and '...too much informal business that has not gone through the 

correct bureaucratic procedures' (Jenkins 2002:122) [italics and quotations in original; not-

attributed]. The government�’s failure to provide aid or make serious changes towards improving 

the quality of life for the urban poor throughout the country has led to apathetic citizens in terms 

of involvement with and faith in the national and local governments. However, as noted above, 

musseque residents have been able to organize and operate some somewhat formalized social 

services. Particularly there have been groups working with official service providers and land 
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developers concerning the issue of displacement and the lack of infrastructure in the musseques 

(Jenkins 2002:123). 

The musseques are the center of urban Angolan music, and many musseques are known 

for specific cultural contributions. For example, the Sambizanga musseque is known for being 

the home of well-known Kuduro bands like Os Lambas, who were the first Kuduro group whose 

video appeared on MTV (Reuters 2009, Molina 2008). So too the South Bronx has contributed to 

the music of the entire United States and in turn the rest of the world. The particular confluence 

of economic and political forces, urban planning, and geography of New York City and Angola 

led to the peripheralization of Latinos and African-Americans into the South Bronx and poor 

Angolans into Luanda's musseques. These processes created particular environments where 

different ethnic and racial groups, each with their own cultural practices and traditions, came 

together to create new social and physical realities. These realities in turn became the unique 

environment for new practices and traditions, including new musical forms. 
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CHAPTER 5: Big Music in Small Places 
 
Music to B-boy to 
  

Hip-hop music and b-boying were born as twins, and their mother was the break. 
(Schloss 2009:19)    

   
As with the previous chapter, the time spent on the history of music in the Bronx will be 

much abbreviated compared to that of the history of music in Angola and Luanda; there are 

many excellent investigations into the beginnings and development of Hip-Hop music, which 

encompasses both DJing and MCing, and how it relates to the development of Hip-Hop as a 

whole; I will focus here on the developments particularly relevant to B-boying. 

DJ Kool Herc is credited with starting Hip-Hop music. His family came from Jamaica 

and brought Jamaican sound system culture with them, building on the New York tradition of 

rent parties and neighborhood gatherings by building big sound systems with serious power. DJ 

Kool Herc is also credited with being the first person to use two copies of the same record to use 

for extending the break of a song.  He was responsible for organizing many of the main parties 

and events that gave rise to B-boy culture and dancing, and he held a lot of clout because of his 

technological prowess as well as his ability to control a crowd (Chang 2005:67-83). 

The next big innovator was Afrika Baambataa of Zulu Nation fame. His major 

contribution to the musical development of Hip-Hop was the wide variety of records he played, 

including soul, Latin music, disco, even Etta James. He was a master programmer and knew his 

audience well. After Baambataa, Grandmaster Flash picked up the baton to carry DJing forward, 

introducing �“precision, sophistication, and an entertainer�’s flair�” (Chang 2005:84). He learned 

how to discern where parts of songs were located on the record according to the grooves, and 

used this ability to be very smooth in changing between songs. He also would do tricks while 

DJing, like turning around and using the cross fader with his elbows. He in turn mentored 
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Grandwizzard Theodore, who invented the scratch, the last big innovation before Hip-Hop music 

in the Bronx coalesced (Chang 2005:114). Scratching is the rhythmic manipulation of a record 

by hand while the needle is still in contact with the record. 

The Order of Evolution of Break Beats and B-boying 

Many sources concur that it was the B-boys�’ affinity for the percussion breaks in the 

music that drove DJs to extend those breaks by playing that section repeatedly, alternating 

between two turntables with the same record on it (Fricke and Ahearn 2002:23, 31). Turntables 

were the instrument of choice because they were the instruments that were available, although at 

first many DJs borrowed the turntables of their parents because they could not afford the 

equipment themselves (Schloss 2009:70). The break �“was so powerful that it could actually 

overpower day-to-day reality and become an environment unto itself�” (Schloss 2009:18). As 

such, the job of the DJ �“was to keep the party going and periodically create the musical space for 

the b-boys to take over and do their thing�” (Fricke and Ahearn 2002:23). There were particular 

qualities of these songs that caused B-boys to �“go off�” and get down on the floor. These include 

the tempo, intensity, and aggressiveness of the songs, which �“elicit battling rather than 

socializing�” (Schloss 2009:21).7 

Nelson George asserts in his book Hip hop America that Hip-Hop songs did not become 

hits by themselves, but rather with the help of DJs and B-boys. �“It was their taste, their 

affirmation of certain tracks as good for breaking, and their demand to hear them at parties that 

influenced the DJs and MCs who pioneered hip hop�’s early sound�” (1998:16). Whipper Whip, an 

MC who was in several MC crews, goes one step further to say, �“The b-boy was here before the  

                                                 
7 For an in-depth discussion of what qualities make a good B-boying song, and on the idea of a B-boy musical 
canon, see Schloss (2009:17-39). 
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MC. They were dancing and there was graf being done before all hip-hop�” (Fricke and Ahearn 

2002:13). But Fricke and Ahearn assert that by 1976, �“the virtuosity of Grandmaster Flash and 

his followers [began] to draw attention away from the b-boy and b-girl circles down front�” 

(2002:69). This focus towards the music only increased as MC crews began to form and perform 

at parties alongside DJs.  

Schloss puts the progression away from B-boying towards MC-ing this way: 

This new focus on breaks provided emcees with an isolated rhythm that they could rhyme 
over, which gave them the opportunity to develop longer and more complex rhymes. 
These rhymes, in turn, made the breakbeat section interesting for people who weren�’t 
dancing. The nondancers�’ increased interest in the breakbeat section then gave the license 
to play more breaks, which led to more rhymes as the cycle continued. (2009:151) 
 

This cyclical view of the development is probably necessary. Not only does it seem highly 

plausible, but any attempt at a more linear evolution is overly simplistic. This is also true of the 

development of Kuduro music. 

 
Setting the Scene for Kuduro: the Physical Realities of Luanda’s Music 

 
One�’s angolanidade, or Angolanness, is less about knowing where one is located 
physically than about knowing where one is historically and culturally. 

                                                                                                            (Moorman 2008:2) 
 

This section will detail the aesthetic, sociological, and technological developments of 

Angolan music in the last half century leading up to the development of Kuduro, with historical 

information inserted where the context is necessary to understand the developments. 

Based on a statement made by Luandan journalist Fernando Martins, Marissa Moorman 

asserts in her book Intonations: A Social History of Music and Nation in Luanda, Angola (2008) 

that Angolans�’ sense of identity is based at least in part on one�’s knowledge of and knowledge 

about Angolan music (2008:2). She goes on to say that �“it is in and through popular urban music, 

produced overwhelmingly in Luanda�’s musseques, that Angolan men and women forged the 
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nation and developed expectations about nationalism and political, economic, and cultural 

sovereignty.�” Partly this was through the consumption of music, but also in the production of it. 

             Music has always been related to the identity of Angolans, especially in relation to 

politics. The music of Angolan�’s �‘golden age�’ 1950-1970, is the music largely regarded as most 

authentically Angolan, and a product of the struggle for independence. It was influenced highly 

by music from independent African countries, as discussed in more detail below. The music of 

the 1980s is considered by most to be too full of propaganda and the slogans of the post-

independence civil war, while that of the 1990s is considered to be too derivative of foreign 

music (Moorman 2008:84). Into this timeline enters Kuduro, which is defining itself as the new, 

uniquely Angolan, music form.  

The Social Music Scene: Clubs and Parties 
 
If there was music then there was dancing and if there was dancing there had to be 
women. 

(Moorman 2008:106) 
  

            Music is a way that Luanda�’s residents, including musseque dwellers, came together 

historically to create identity and community in the urban setting.  In the 1950s and early 1960s, 

music and dancing festivities moved out of backyards and into nightclubs (Moorman 2008:96).  

Nightclubs were either owned by individuals or a group of members. While the clubs 

were registered through the colonial government, they were not regulated by them, nor did the 

government pay much attention to them at all.  Parties tended to be self-sustaining through 

collaboration or donations, but some of the member-based clubs collected dues on top of 

charging admission (Moorman 2008:91). Ticket prices and dress codes for these clubs were 

sometimes prohibitory for certain residents; those who could not afford entry sometimes 
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gathered outside the clubs and played music, holding their own impromptu party in the streets 

around the club (Moorman 2008:92). 

As was the case in the South Bronx, in Luanda the success of a particular song was 

dictated by its play at clubs or parties. This in turn was dictated by the audiences, who could 

choose to dance to a song or not, which was the ultimate measurement. In a largely male-

dominated society, Moorman cites the rating of new music via engagement in dancing as one of 

the situations in which women were critical members of the club culture. Although the presence 

of young women in the clubs was sometimes frowned upon by their families, at the time, dancing 

was always done in couples (Moorman 2008:87). As such, any assessment of music through 

dance crucially involved women. 

Moorman argues that in the 1960s and 1970s before independence, the clubs and the 

music scene as a whole, became an autonomous space. That is to say, the space where Angolans 

engaged in music was one where Angolans were in charge. This was partly because this space 

was somewhat un-intelligible to the Portuguese state, and was therefore left more or less alone. 

As such, the music scene was one sector of society where Angolans could imagine, plan, and act 

of their own accord (Moorman 2008:7).  

Angolans continue to speak of this period with pride and delight because of the self-

sufficiency they felt economically and culturally (Moorman 2008:15).  A petty bourgeoisie 

developed during this time; it was a class of mestiços and assimilados that developed towards the 

end of the Portuguese occupation. This class was a result of Portuguese attempts to win the favor 

of the Angolan population with certain amenities, in order to try to hold on to their colonies at a 

time when the majority of Africa had already won independence. The members of this social 

class were still living very modestly (Moorman 2008:23). 
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Neighborhood or backyard parties re-gained popularity during the civil war because of 

lack of money for entrance fees and nice clothing, difficulty moving around the city, and 

enforced curfews (Stead and Rorison 2009:24). Just as was seen in the development of Hip-Hop 

in the Bronx, Moorman points to the investment of young Angolans�’ selves, time, money, and 

talent as being motivated by enjoyment and pleasure, �“not only because it was an outlet for 

sorrow and oppression, although it was that too�” (Moorman 2008:8). As she says, �“good music, 

good company, and dancing were the elements of a night well spent�” (Moorman 2008:85). The 

parties and clubs brought people out of the isolation of economic and cultural depression and 

oppression and turned the focus to a collective experience and enjoyment for the musseques and, 

through production of Angolan music, Angola as a whole (Moorman 2008:87).  

Luaty da Silva, a Kuduro music video director, relates that when he went to the 

musseques where the kuduristas Os Turbantes are from, an impromptu party/performance was 

set up in the school yard. This party is what he filmed and edited to make the music video for the 

group�’s song �“De Faia�” (Molina 2008). The video for Buraka Som Sistema�’s song �“Sound of 

Kuduro,�” as well as many of the videos that can be found on YouTube, DailyMotion, and 

DanceJams, are filmed outside among a large group of people. They usually feature a circle 

hollowed out from the crowd, much like the B-boy circles that were present at block parties in 

the Bronx when B-boying was developing. They mount the sound systems�— advanced versions 

of the same technology as DJ Kool Herc brought to the Bronx from Jamaica�—on the roofs of 

buildings or stack them up on the ground. In many situations, kuduristas will perform live to 

recordings of their well known songs, rapping and singing into microphones hooked up to the 

sound system (Molina 2008).  
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Getting Music into and around Angola 

The official state radio broadcasting station Tmissora Oficial de Angola did not begin 

broadcasting daily until the 1950s, and the news was censored. As such, it was regarded by the 

Angolan population to be uninformative. However, news as well as music could be acquired 

from Congo-Brazzaville.8 As early as the mid-1950s, Congolese and Latin American music was 

being broadcast from the then Belgian Congo, and vinyl records that came in from both Congos 

were played at parties and clubs (Moorman 2008:148).  

Moorman asserts that Angolans�’ appreciation of music imported from the Congos was 

increased by the awareness of Congo�’s independence in 1960. The music being broadcast was 

made by not only Congolese but other independent Africans, and this knowledge tied directly 

into Angolans�’ desire for political autonomy (2008:144). In this way, the reality of independence 

was not abstract but delivered moment by moment over the air, as Joy Elizabeth Hayes says, 

�“radio�’s fleeting presence mimics the modern experience of reality as ephemeral and forward 

moving. This constant movement or �‘flow�’ contributes to a sense of the immediacy, realism, and 

timeliness of radio content�” (Moorman 2008:142). 

            After independence, Rádio Nacional de Angola, operated by the MPLA-run state, was the 

largest of eighteen stations broadcasting at various wave-lengths throughout the country. 

Broadcasts were in Portuguese as well as local Bantu languages. In the late 1980s, people in 

central and southern Angola�—the stronghold of the opposition�— also listened to Voice of 

Resistance of the Black Cockerel, which was operated by UNITA in Portuguese, English, and 

local languages (Collelo 1991). 

                                                 
8 The French Congo, now known as The Republic of the Congo. 
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Because in the 1960s and 1970s the country was largely illiterate, with a literacy rate 

around 12%,9 (�“Countries�” n.d.) the found sense of autonomy and control was passed around the 

country through radio, and with Angolan-made vinyl singles (Moorman 2008:7). The musicians 

and producers who ran and participated in the business of music clubs, radio stations, and 

recording studios were mostly of the new class of petty bourgeoisie (Moorman 2008:23).     

Angolan record production started up in 1968-1974, but before that records from other 

countries came into Angola with sailors, truck drivers, and visitors. One enterprising Luandan 

DJ, Manuel Faria, bought records from the Fadiang company located in Bie province in the 

center of Angola. Their imports came from Europe as well as the Congos, and from them he got 

both Latin American music, including plenas, rumbas, merengue, Brazilian sambas, and bossa 

nova, as well as Congolese music (Moorman 2008:161).  

Turntables became available only in the late 1960s; before then owning gramophones and 

records was indicative of a very elevated social status (Moorman 2008:161). Starting in the 

1960s there were five companies who produced records, and by the mid-1970s, about three out 

of five records owned by Angolans were produced by Angolan companies. The greatest output 

was in the early 1970s by which time owning a turntable and records was much more common 

and financially possible. The owners of the Angolan companies all abandoned the companies at 

independence when they emigrated to Portugal for political reasons. All the record companies 

were nationalized between 1978 and 1979. (Moorman 2008:161-163). 

 

                                                 
9 Jenkins puts adult literacy at 5% at independence (2002:118). 
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Kuduro Takes Shape 
 
The site of resistance to globalization-the magnificent popular Luandense market 
where everything can be found, bargained for, and reinvented for unimaginable 
uses, the site par excellence of emancipatory hybridity. This is the heart of 
popular Luanda, this market with the wildly appropriate and appropriated name of 
Roque Santeiro10 

(Peres 2003:115) 

Development of Kuduro Music 

The earliest beginnings of the music that is now called Kuduro developed in Luanda in 

the late 1980s (Stead and Rorison 2009:25). Young Angolan musicians who were looking for 

ways to innovate and improve their music were influenced by the European and American 

electronic music playing at Roque Santeiro market, the largest open-air market in Africa. 

Zeroing in on the prevalence of the drum machine as the defining characteristic of the music they 

were hearing, these artists �“abused every instrument [at] hand like it was a drum machine�” 

building on sounds they grew up with as well as the new ones they were hearing (Rogers n.d.). 

            They started with just techno beats, then introduced traditional Angolan percussion, 

which is described below. Before lyrics were added the form was called Batida. Then, in the 

early 1990s, the musician Sebem started introducing toasting�—a form of rhythmic speaking 

recognized as a precursor to rapping�—over the beats, at which point the genre coalesced as 

Kuduro, and really gained popularity (Rogers n.d., Verzbolovskis 2009, Galliano 2010). 

According to Rogers, some people claim it was Sebem who came up with the name 

Kuduro and actively launched the form (n.d.). On the other hand, many credit a musician named 

Tony Amado as the creator or godfather of Kuduro (Galliano 2010, �“Kuduro Artists�” n.d., 

Reuters 2009), calling him the "Angolan�’s Grandmaster Flash" (Galliano 2010). These sources 

put the birth of Kuduro firmly in Amado�’s hands, around 1996. Amado says he has gotten very 
                                                 
10 Roque Santeiro was a Brazilian Soap Opera that started in 1985 and was extremely popular in Angola. 
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little acclaim for his contribution to the development of the unique beat and blend of techno 

music and African instruments that defines Kuduro, or the dance form which now accompanies 

it. As he said in an interview, �“I've never made the cover of a magazine in Angola or received a 

prize for Kuduro�” (Reuters 2009). 

Still others say the dance came first and helped spur on the new music (Rogers n.d.). Or, 

as is common in the history of other music forms, and as seen in the development of B-boying, 

this new kind of music generated new dance movement when it was played in the clubs. João, a 

Kuduro producer, conveniently compares the development of Kuduro music and dance directly 

to the �“first days of break-dancing in the �‘80s,�” saying that Kuduro practitioners maintain the 

spirit of the original B-boys, and at parties and clubs when a circle forms, the dance and the 

performers are constantly challenging themselves and their expectations (Rogers n.d.). 

Instrumentation 

Stead and Rorison in their guide to Angola describe the genre of Kuduro as �“raw, vital, 

fast and politically charged�” (2009). The genre has influences from House, Techno, Semba, and 

Kizomba (Molina 2008), and is reminiscent of the last generation of other African and Caribbean 

forms like Zouk, Ragga, and Soca (Verzbolovskis 2009) as well as others.         

Towards categorizing the Kuduro dance form in relationship to Hip-Hop and B-boying, it 

might be useful to compare their musics. However, Kuduro music presents many of the same 

dilemmas as the dance form; it resembles Hip-Hop but is also very divergent. Kuduro has been 

called �“Angolan Hip-Hop�” but most musico-philes and those in the know on the blogosphere 

tend to compare it to and group it with electronic-based funk or evolved House/dance music, like 

South Africa�’s Kwaito, Brazil�’s Funk Carioca, and Côte-D�’Ivoire�’s Coupé- Décalé. In essence, 
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each of these forms is the respective country�’s re-interpretation of Western electronic-based funk 

integrating the host country�’s traditions and instrumentation. 

The beat of Kuduro is influenced by traditional Angolan carnival week festivities as well 

as house and electronic music, all of which are quite fast. As an end product of these influences, 

Kuduro is also a very fast genre, with an average of 140-146 Beats per minute (BPM) (Galliano 

2010, �“Kuduro Artists�” n.d., Molina 2008). Table 1 below shows a comparison of common 

dance-music styles and their average BPMs. 

Table 1: BPM of common musical styles 

Musical Style(s) Average Beats per Minute 
Hip Hop/Rap/Trip-Hop 60-110 BPM 
Acid Jazz 80-126 BPM 
Tribal House 120-128 BPM 
House/Garage/Euro-Dance/Disco- House 120-135 BPM 
Trance/Hard House/Techno 130-155 BPM 
Breakbeats 130-150 BPM 
Jungle/Drum-n-Bass/Happy Hardcore 160-190 BPM 
Table from Wegner (2004) 

In Kuduro electronic sounds are mixed with the sounds of some traditional Angolan 

instruments. These include the marimba which is a type of xylophone, and the kisanje, a 

�“handheld harmonic instrument made from metal sheets�” which in music of other regions in the 

African Diaspora is called a thumb piano, or kalimba (Oyebade 2007:154). In addition, Kuduro 

often includes the popular Kilipanga rhythm, which is created with two guitars and one drummer 

(Brown 2005). As Lil�’ John, one of the main producers of Lisbon and Luanda-based group 

Buraka Som Sistema says, �“It�’s all about the percussion�” (Rogers n.d.). The restraints that 

economics and availability of instruments have placed on music production in Angola manifest 

themselves in the ubiquity of mixing tables and keyboards filling in for many different 

instruments (Moorman 2008:193). 
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Lyrics 

Kuduro is sung predominately in Angolan Portuguese, with the slang of the musseques, 

and at times in Kimbundu or one of the other local languages. The subject matter can range from 

voicing frustration about unemployment and violence in the musseques and the city of Luanda, 

to pure dance songs and love songs. Dance songs often feature the name of a particular dance 

step which is then explained or repeated.  

According to Tony Amado, his own lyrics�’ discussion of the situation in Luanda are 

equal parts internally focused�—serving as a wake-up call or call to arms to the Angolan 

community�—and externally focused, �“trying to make the rest of the world understand the cry of 

the ghettoes here�” (Brown 2005). Another common subject is a musical group mourning the 

death of one of their members or members of their entourage because of violence in the 

musseques (Molina 2008).  

Portuguese music journalist João Xavier states in Rogers that Kuduro music and 

movement came from the streets, from the community, and emphasizes that it was �“to make 

everybody think about life. With a good positive message.�” Kalaf Angelo, the founder of the 

Lisbon-based recording label Enchufada (now a subsidiary of Sony BMG), makes it clear that 

the music remains governed by the people, their needs, and their reality, emphasizing that it is a 

music and culture that has largely circulated without major labels or commercialism. As he says, 

�“it�’s all people choice [sic.]�” (Rogers n.d.).  

The instrumentation, lyrics, and production of both Hip-Hop and Kuduro music reflect 

the socio-economic environment they arose in, and the particular aesthetics and formal 

characteristics of previous musical forms popular in those communities. As can be seen earlier in 

this chapter through the complicated chronology of the development of B-boying versus the 
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development of breakbeats and MCing, and the difficulty in discerning whether Kuduro dance or 

music developed first, the development of new music and dance is often inextricably intertwined. 

While the DJs and Kuduristas set up the sound system, the crowd waits to dance. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE DANCE DEVELOPS 
 

B-boying 1975-1985 
  

B-boying in particular does exhibit two distinctive traits: a strong expectation that 
any historical claim should be supported with documentary evidence and an 
almost total lack of documentary evidence. 

                                                                                                (Schloss 2009:125) 
  

The Crew Develops 
 

Alien Ness, a B-boy in the original Rock Steady Crew, Zulu Kings, and The New York 

City Breakers, traces the roots of B-boy crews back to the war dances of gangs in the 1970s, and 

links this to the fact that B-boying is �“not just entertainment and flash; there is a competitive 

level, and that comes from its true essence and its roots, from the competitive levels of the 

outlaws�” (in Fricke and Ahearn 2002:9). In the case of the teenage gangs of the South Bronx, the 

best dancers from each gang represented the rest of the gang in situations where dancing was the 

most appropriate mode to establish dominance. This was mostly at open parties, either outdoor 

neighborhood parties or ones sponsored by non-gang affiliated organizations, but also sometimes 

in conflicts in the street. �“Unfortunately, these Breaking battles did not always stop fights. In 

fact, they would often cause a fight, since dancers would sometimes get physical when they 

couldn�’t win dancewise. No one likes to lose�”11 (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984:20).  

As these groups of dancers developed more skill and gained attention of non-gang 

members, they became autonomous from the gangs. They became more professional, actively 

working together to practice and develop new moves and group material, although they were still 

focused on displaying their skill at the community parties (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984:20). The 

prowess of B-boy crews, whether the crew was directly aligned with a gang or merely with a 

                                                 
11 Emphasis in original. 
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neighborhood, reflected on the other members of that group or neighborhood. Similarly, the 

abilities of the individual B-boy reflected directly on the crew, as a single B-boy�’s turn could 

make or break the entire battle. As Popmaster Fabel, B-boy and Hip-Hop educator says, �“We 

took things very serious back then. There was a lot at stake, like your whole neighborhood 

laughing at you�” (in Fricke and Ahearn 2002:12). 

Motivating Factors 
 

This is a polyrhythmic community turned vigilante. 
(Barry Cooper 2004:62)  

 
In keeping with an emic approach to the development of B-boying, I believe it is 

important not to impose too much contemporary theorizing on the subject of motivation in such a 

way that it obscures the motivations as perceived by the participants. As discussed in Chapter 2, 

it is important to include amusement and enjoyment as reasons to engage with B-boy as a 

pastime. In the words of B-boy Kool DJ AJ, �“I went to a party to party�” (in Fricke and Ahearn 

2002:35). Practicing, dreaming, and boasting about B-boying and other Hip-Hop forms was to a 

large extent a diversion. As Kool DJ AJ says, �“in the South Bronx we really had nothing to do. 

There wasn�’t no movie theaters�—everything we did was like something just to make a little bit 

of excitement in the area�” (Fricke and Ahearn 2002:31).  

But many outside observers who have spent extensive time gathering opinions and 

memories from Hip-Hop pioneers conclude that there is more to the engagement with B-boying 

than solely amusement. Fricke and Ahearn, for example, asserts that the young people whose 

innovations led to the development of B-boying were motivated by �“a will to survive through 

strength, self-expression, and plain old fun." He goes on to say that for the kids of the South 

Bronx, "the will to joy proved as powerful as any of the socioeconomic forces aligned against 

them�” (Fricke and Ahearn 2002:iv). As Mr. Fresh et al. put it: 
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To fully appreciate the Breakdancing you see, the kids doing it, and their dedication and 

belief, then you should see Breakdancing in the larger context of Hip Hop. [�…] It means 

believing in yourself so much that in spite of all odds against you, you can achieve 

something worthwhile and get somewhere�—if you stick with it. (1984:10-11) 

Schloss cautions against over-generalized discussion of motivations and instead focuses 

on tangible evidence of the B-boys' interaction with their socio-economic situations. He says the 

"bad conditions [of the South Bronx] didn�’t only provide a kind of emotional inspiration for hip-

hop; they also provided specific opportunities that creative youths exploited to create their art 

and their lives�” (Schloss 2009:97). He goes on to discuss one environmental component of B-

boying�’s development, which are the surfaces on which the B-boys practiced. At the time when 

B-boying was developing, many linoleum floors were being replaced by carpet, which led to an 

excess of old linoleum. Because of the lack of attention to the South Bronx by the sanitation 

department�—just one example of the city government's abandonment of the area�—linoleum and 

cardboard piled up outside of apartment buildings. These surfaces were perfect for practicing, 

and the protection from concrete helped give rise to more floor-intensive movement.  

B-boys also snuck into lobbies of apartment buildings with marble floors by pressing the 

call buttons and getting mistakenly buzzed in. As Schloss says, the environment in which this 

dance arose �“was one in which poverty existed in close proximity to (relative) wealth, and it was 

one in which youths developed strategies to gain access to at least some of the benefits of the 

wealth when they needed it�” (2009:97-98). 

Hip-Hop was so integral to its participants�’ lives that they even took new names when 

they were part of it, a tradition that is ongoing in Jamaica with Ska and Reggae artists, and in 

Trinidad with calypsonians (Thompson 2002:viii). B-boy names might highlight someone�’s 
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special talent or the quality of dancing they want to project. The name might be a play on the B-

boy's given name, with preference for alliteration (Banes 1994:150). Rose asserts that �“taking on 

new names and identities offers �‘prestige from below�’ in the face of limited access to legitimate 

forms of status attainment�” (1994:36). Schloss points out that B-boys might go through several 

different versions of a name before they settle on the perfect one, and that many names are 

suggested by mentors or crew-mates. Even if the name is chosen by the dancer alone, the 

community�’s acceptance of the name indicates an acceptance of the self-image projected by the 

name (2009:70). 

 
Physical Development 

 
At first the dance was simple: touch your toes, hop, kick out your leg. Then some 
guy went down, spun around on all fours. Everybody said wow and went home to 
try to come up with something better.  

Grand Mixer D. ST (in Hager 2004:26) 
 

Breaking�’ from a standing position, B-boys from Crazy Legs�’ Rock Steady Crew 
throw themselves to the ground like acrobats, bounding, twisting, and spinning on  
their heads like tops.                                                     

(Hershkovits 2004:28) 
 

In the early stages of the development of B-boying, the dancing was done mostly by 

African American teenagers, whose dance was mostly upright. �“For them, breaking was just a 

way to dance at the time, not a lifestyle expression�” (George 1998:15). Within the African-

American community this type of dancing faded from popularity around 197612 and might have 

disappeared �“if it hadn�’t been for the almost religious zeal of Puerto Rican teenagers�” (George 

1998:15). Trac 2, a member of the early Hispanic crew Starchild La Rock, comments that when 

                                                 
12 There is, as is to be expected, some discrepancy as to when old-style breaking faded out, Mr. Fresh et al. say 1977 
(1984: 21), Trac 2 calls it �“mid-�‘70s�” (George 1998: 15). 
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he �“had to see the reactions on [African-American�’s] faces when we started doing it. They were 

like �‘Yo, breaking is played out�’ whenever Hispanics would do it�” (in George 1998:15).   

Part of what contributed to the initial fading out was simply that individuals from B-

boying's first wave were getting older and moving on to other things. But their younger brothers, 

neighbors, and cousins who had grown up watching the dancing had not had their chance yet, 

and they were the ones who kept it going. As it continued to grow and expand in the hands of 

Latino B-boys and under the tutelage of earlier African American B-boys, B-boying was 

revitalized and expanded. Once it took on a new form and gained popularity, kids in both 

communities picked it up more and more.  

The creation story of B-boying as we know it today goes like this: A skinny Puerto Rican 

kid, now known as Crazy Legs, was exposed to the dance by his cousin. His cousin, B-boy and 

graffiti artist BOM5, had learned the dance from the African American Zulu Kings who lived 

and practiced their dancing in his neighborhood (Schloss 2009:48-49). In 1979, when the dance 

petered out in a lot of neighborhoods, Crazy Legs�— now one of the world's most famous B-

boys�—went around gathering people who still danced in order to form a crew of his own. When 

Crazy Legs moved to Manhattan, he encountered Frosty Freeze, whose previous crew, Rock 

City, had just disbanded. They joined forces and through parties and mutual acquaintances 

recruited B-boys from around the city whose styles were compatible with theirs. The most 

notable of these recruits was Ken Swift from Queens, whose fame world-wide rivals that of 

Crazy Legs (Fricke and Ahearn 2002:298).  

Once he had formed a crew, Crazy Legs asked the members of the original Rock Steady 

Crew: JoJo, Jimmy D, and Jimmy Lee, if he could use their crew name. They agreed, and Crazy 

Legs became the president of the new Rock Steady Crew (Fricke and Ahearn 2002:297). From a 
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flyer for the famous 1981 Lincoln Center battle between Rock Steady and the Dynamic Rockers 

it can be seen that Jimmy D and JoJo were actually still in the Rock Steady Crew (Fricke and 

Ahearn 2002: 304). Possibly they were convinced to keep dancing by the rise in popularity of the 

form. I found no anecdotal evidence that they were still in the crew once Crazy Legs took over, 

but their names are very clearly on the flyer as performing with Rock Steady Crew.    

B-boying developed from a mostly upright dance to include movements on the floor 

called Floor Rock, as well as some spins, flips, and other trick moves. Descriptions of these and 

their importance are discussed below and in the Encyclopedia of B-boying moves. The last big 

addition to B-boying were acrobatic moves, modeled on gymnastics. They are referred to as 

Power Moves because they require a large amount of strength and agility. Power Moves are often 

a-rhythmic, in contrast to the older components of B-boying, in which style and rhythm are 

prized. Because of this, the addition of Power Moves to the B-boying vocabulary has been the 

topic of many contemporary B-boying debates. This change is credited in part to B-boy Trac 2. 

But, as Trac 2 firmly puts it, �“I incorporated gymnastics into the dance, I didn�’t put the dance 

into gymnastics�” (in Schloss 2009:30). Mr. Fresh et al. credit the addition of Power Moves to the 

Rock Steady Crew, in "the early 80s" (1984:13). 

These spectacular Power Moves, along with most other B-boying moves, feed off that 

buzz word of efficient moving: momentum. On the whole, B-boy movements keep the body 

close to the arms and core. This makes the movement easier to control. For large moves that 

require a lot of momentum, the arms and legs are used to create initial sweeping movements, 

which gather speed. Moves tend to have a moment of suspension before accelerating, much like 

the spins of an ice skater. 
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All aspects of B-boying require a great deal of upper body and core strength, and many 

contemporary professional B-boys are extremely muscular. Yet it is important to remember that 

the original developers of the form were under 18, mostly between 13 and 16. This is easy to 

forget when reading or listening to more contemporary interviews with the pioneers, and hearing 

accounts of gang violence and the like. However, looking at photographs of the pioneers and 

other B-boys in the early days, you can see that they are very young, extremely skinny and for 

the most part quite short. And the moves that were created by these young men reflect their 

physiology as well as the energy and recklessness that so often accompanies the teenage period 

of development.  

These young dancers did not invent the idea of the dance or its individual moves out of 

thin air. First of all, there was a culture of dancing in both the African-American and Latino 

communities these kids were raised in. There was a long history of social dancing in both 

communities, and dancing was acceptable and common at backyard neighborhood parties as well 

as other community events, and nightclubs.  

Many scholars have asserted that B-boying�—particularly the upright portion known as 

Top Rock�—shares moves with an extensive range of older African American dances such as the 

lindy-hop, the Charleston, the cakewalk, the jitterbug, and the flashdancing of 1940s Harlem 

(Rose 1994:49, Banes 1994:149). Uprock, another upright portion of B-boying, has influences 

from Puerto Rican salsa and mambo dancing, which were common in the Latino neighborhoods 

where it developed (Schloss 2009:145). B-boying has also frequently been associated with the 

Afro-Brazilian martial arts dance form Capoiera, �“particularly for the striking similarities 

between their spinning and cartwheel-like moves�” (Rose 1994:49). Some even go so far to state 

that B-boying is a descendant of Capoiera, but while the resemblance is striking, there is little to 
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no evidence that the young boys in the Bronx in the early 1970s were exposed to Capoiera 

(Banes 1994:150). Instead, it seems to be mostly a coincidence of development from similar 

backgrounds. As Schloss says, �“It is not so much that b-boying is similar to a particular African-

derived martial art, but that b-boying is similar to all African-derived martial art�”13 (2009:119).  

With the model of old styles, a framework for the type of movements the dance would 

include was developed. Then, in order to invent new moves and ideas, B-boys took inspiration 

from their daily experiences and the aesthetic influences of things they saw in their environment. 

Popular, successful innovations were incorporated into the common vocabulary. Sometimes 

moves came out of just playing around, or arose by accident. Crazy Legs claims the �“W�” move, 

where he sits with his legs bent behind him, was an accident. Some B-boys even had dreams 

about breaking, and would wake up and try to do what they had dreamed. For example, the  

B-boy Kip Dee dreamed once that he spun on his chin, but afterwards he reported to Banes,  

�“I woke up and tried it and almost broke my face�” (in Banes 1994:125). 

In the type of move known as the Freeze�—at its simplest a held position at the end of a  

B-boy's turn in the circle�—there was room for B-boys to explore and express their realities. The 

Freeze often reflected what Banes calls the �“subjunctive mode,�” which is to say, it was a space 

for exploring imitations of the way things might be. B-boys might be seen, for example, 

�“comparing youthful male vitality with its range of opposites: women, animals, babies, old age, 

injury and illness�” (Banes 1994:147). 

Common external sources for inspiration were movies and TV shows with subject 

matters that interested adolescent boys. For example, many B-boys claim the martial art forms 

Kung-fu and karate as an influence (Rose 1994:49). Many movie theaters in New York, like 

                                                 
13 Emphasis in original. 
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theaters in Times Square, showed Kung-fu movies. There was also a Saturday afternoon 

television show called Drive-In Movie which ran from 1981-1988, and regularly showed  

Kung-fu feature films (Schloss 2009:52). Schloss suggests that "this television show may be the 

single most significant unacknowledged influence on New York hip-hop culture" (2009:161). 

Because of this influence, B-boying could be seen as �“a highly stylized form of combat that 

echoed the kung fu moves of Bruce Lee and the rituals of martial arts�” (George 1998:15-16).  

To Schloss, it is not surprising that Bruce Lee played such an important role in the 

development of B-boying. After all, "he was arguably the best-known nonwhite action hero of 

the '70s, he developed fighting strategies that are directly applicable to b-boying, and he 

represents an attitude towards apprenticeship that is respectful without being subservient." The 

influence of martial arts can be seen not only individual moves, but also in the attitudes of the B-

boys and their hierarchy of learning through apprenticeship (Schloss 2009:52). 

In addition to introducing B-boys to Kung-fu, television, movies and the news brought 

images of technology and futuristic situations to the B-boys. They were influenced by the 

imagery and discussion of robotics and technology and integrated those ideas into their 

movement. As Rose says, �“the dancers�’ electric robotic mimicry and identity-transforming 

characterizations foreshadowed the fluid and shocking effect of morphing, a visual effect made 

famous by Terminator 2�” (1994:22). �“Breakdancers used their bodies to mimic �‘transformers�’ 

and other futuristic robots in symbolic street battles�” (Rose 1994:34). 

Once a new move was created, if it looked good and was received well, it might become 

a B-boy's signature move. With time, it might even spread into other B-boy's vocabulary. Just as 

B-boys claimed prestige and described their own character by naming themselves, they did the 

same by naming new moves. This was particularly true of Freezes, which in the time period we 
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are looking at was the fastest growing category. Calling a movement by its proper name credits 

the person who created and named it, as well as the historical and aesthetic events that led up to 

its creation (Schloss 2009:77). And, as was mentioned in Chapter 3, referring to moves by their 

codified names facilitates the teaching and learning of the move. 

 
The Aesthetics of Practice 
 

I just liked to break-dance. I�’d hear that old record �“Apache�” and I used to go 
crazy. Just danced. I�’d go home, have sores on my knees, sneakers all dirty, 
messed up. That was b-boying�…that was it.  

DJ Breakout (in Fricke and Ahearn 2002:49) 
  

Breakers are both hip hop�’s truest believers and its bitterest commentators. 
                                                           (George 1998:14) 

  
The Set 

A set is the series of moves a B-boy throws down (performs) in the middle of a circle at a 

party, cypher, or battle. The differences between those environments are discussed below. A B-

boy set has had a particular, basic structure since the days of Crazy Legs, which contemporary B-

boying maintains. A set is about thirty seconds in length, and is comprised of: (1) the entrance, 

(2) an upright section establishing style and rhythm, comprised of Top Rock and Uprock, (3) the 

drop, a descent to the floor, (4) the Floor Rock portion, "a rapid, slashing, circular scan of the 

floor by sneakered feet in which hands support the body's weight," (5) Power Moves which 

include acrobatic moves like spins, flips, and others, which �“serve as bridges between the 

footwork and the freeze,�” (6) a Freeze, and (7) a return to standing, �“a spring back to verticality 

or a special movement that returned the dancer to the outside of the circle�” (Banes 1994:146; 

Schloss 2009:86).14  

                                                 
14 In her 1981 article collected in Banes 1994, Sally Banes reports this order: �“entry, [�…] footwork, [�…] freeze, 
usually preceded by a spin, [�…] exit�” (124). Notice that Power Moves, the element I have numbered (5), is not 
mentioned in the structure of a set at that date. Either this category of movement and its individual moves hadn't 
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Schloss asserts that the structure of the set provides a certain narrative to the 

performance. This narrative is one that directly expresses the B-boy�’s talent in any given area of 

technique. Therefore, Toprock and Uprock introduces style and character, and gets the crowd 

riled up, Floor Rock showcases agility in footwork, weight exchange, and creativity in stringing 

together moves. Power Moves display strength and acrobatics, and daring to confront gravity. 

The Freeze is the summation of the narrative, which is fully completed when the B-boy exits the 

circle, completing his turn (Schloss 2009:13).  

Transitions between sections are just as important as the moves themselves, as Popmaster 

Fabel says: �“The drop�—how you get from being on top down to the ground�—that was just as 

important. [�…] All of those things were vital and sometimes made the difference between losing 

a battle or winning a battle�” (in Fricke and Ahearn 2002:12). Alien Ness compares the variety of 

moves and the attitude necessary for a good set to the five elements described in the I Ching: 

Ether�’s what holds everything together in existence. If there�’s no ether, our molecules 
would be breaking apart. But fire�’s your intensity. Your heat. How you come into the 
dance. Then you got earth, which is all your ground moves. Back rocks, body rolls, 
footwork. All that stuff, that�’s earth. Air is all your air moves, including swipes. Swipes, 
flips, air flares, windmills�—those are all your air moves�—that�’s Air. Water is your flow. 
Trying to keep everything in one consistent motion. (in Schloss 2006:28-9) 
 

            The formation of the set is a critical part of what Schloss calls �“Battle Tactics�”; for the 

best outcome, the B-boy must form his set based on the environment of that particular set 

(2009:10). Elements of the environment to take into account include: the particular competitors, 

the moves that have already been shown�—both by others and by the performer�—,the music, and 

the dance surface or space. Bravado also enters into the equation here; the B-boy projects an 

                                                                                                                                                             
been developed yet, or it was not seen as an autonomous category. In a 1985 article, also collected in Banes 1994, 
she describes this portion of the set as being comprised of �“Acrobatic transitions such as head spins, hand spins, 
shoulder spins, flips, and the swipe�” (146). But she does not use the term Power Moves. From this we can tell that 
the movement vocabulary changed even just between 1981 and 1985, and that Power Moves was not yet popular 
terminology. Perhaps then my use of Power Moves in this context may be apocryphal, but it is efficient.   
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attitude that is backed up by his movement and assures that he has planned adequately for the set. 

Ken Swift suggests that play-acting and assertion of status through facial expression and mimesis 

were a particularly important way for a B-boy to distinguish himself from others in the early 

days of B-boying, because there were only a small number of moves in the repertoire (in Schloss 

2009:110). Insomuch as these Battle Tactics dictate the process of deriving a set, the act of 

composing the set as well as performing it are examples of both the competitiveness and the 

innovation central to the Africanist Aesthetic as described in Chapter 2. 

            Just as is expected of a narrative in most situations, the progression of a set is expected to 

be logical. This is true in the abstract sense that each move should flow into the next move, but 

specifically true of the mimetic play-acting which is part of the B-boy�’s projection of bravado. 

Objects or events that are called into action mimetically in a set must be completed and dealt 

with. An example of this is: if an invisible gun is pulled out during a set, it must be either thrown 

away or replaced where it came from; it cannot just disappear (Schloss 2009:91). 

The Circle and its Forms 

There are two forms of the Circle in B-boying. One is the formal battle, and the other is a 

cypher. A battle may be judged officially or unofficially, and usually the competitors are vying 

for something; a prize, a title, or status. A cypher on the other hand, is �“a collective enterprise 

that mixes improvisation, competition, and mutual support, where everyone is presumed to be an 

insider simply by virtue of being there.�” Cyphers may happen in the middle of a party, on the 

street, or even on the side at an organized B-boy event (Schloss 2009:99). In any turn in the 

circle, dancers try to insult and out-do their competitors; in a battle that�’s being explicitly judged, 
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they are also trying to impress the judges, which adds complexity to the B-boy's compositional 

calculations.15  

When B-boys started performing for the camera, the circle was forced to open, and the 

people who formed the audience ring were made to spread out so that non-participants could 

view the events. Later this phenomena spread even to performances that were not being filmed, 

as an awareness of the marketability and possible reach of B-boying became apparent. As Banes 

reports, �“The next time Rock Steady was breakdancing in the park, the crew�’s president, Crazy 

Legs, was walking back and forth saying, �“Open up the circle�” (1994:151).  

            The various elements of the set, and the set as a whole, are judged by different but 

specific criteria, depending on the abilities a specific element is supposed to display. As Banes 

reports, �“Speed and smoothness are essential to the entire dance, but in the freeze humor and 

difficulty are prized above all�” (1994:124). In informal battles, winners were declared by crowd 

consensus, judging on how a given B-boy did in relation to the specific situation�—the same way 

the B-boy himself assessed what moves to include in his set. 

 

Uprock, Pop, and Lock: B-boying's Concurrent Dance Forms 

In their 1984 book Breakdancing, Mr. Fresh and The Supreme Rockers discuss three 

separate dance forms that they collapse into an all inclusive Breakdancing. These three forms are 

Breakdancing- what I have been referring to as B-boying�—, Uprock, and Electric Boogie, where 

Electric Boogie refers to both Popping and Locking. Mr. Fresh et al. go on to describe specific 

moves within and the history of each form. These three forms are also described together in 
                                                 

15 For a complex account of the evolution from informal cyphers and street or party battles to formalized 
competition see Schloss 2009: 107-124.    
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Watkins and Franklin (1984) and Dunnahoo (1985). In broad discussions of dance in the South 

Bronx 1975-1985, the distinction between these three groups is maintained or collapsed 

depending on the point of view and purposes of the person writing or discussing the topic. 16 

As I hinted at in the Introduction to this text, this history is a complicated one, 

particularly for issues of categorization and identity. The main debate that surrounds these forms 

is: are these forms Hip-Hop dance forms? For the purposes of this text, I believe it suffices to 

look at the forms as they existed in the Bronx during the time period in question. First, each of 

these dances existed independently of each other and of what became B-boying. Popping and 

Locking come from the West Coast, and Uprock was a Latino upright dance whose origins are 

said to be in Brooklyn. They continue to exist as their own forms of dancing, separate from B-

boying today, although Uprocking has mostly ceased to be an isolated form, except where a 

prolonged section of it might appear in a staged B-boying performance. 

But these forms did reach the South Bronx, and they found adherents in the same 

neighborhoods and at the same parties the B-boys were living in and dancing at. As such, there 

was a great deal of crossover and/or incorporation of various forms into a B-boy set, with the set 

structure outlined above serving as the template for incorporation. It seems likely that this 

incorporation is at least in part because Uprock and Popping and Locking fit neatly into the 

upright portions of a B-boying set, and enhance a set by giving it more rhythmic and stylistic 

texture. 

In summary, these forms are not synonymous with B-boying, but they did contribute 

moves, movement qualities, and aesthetic principles to it. I find the debate about the 

                                                 
16 For an in-depth history of each form and prescriptive arguments about why they should be kept distinct from one 
another, see Pabon 2006. Of particular interest at this juncture is his explanation of the term Electric Boogie, which 
he says was a name given mistakenly to both Popping and Locking in New York when The Electronic Boogaloo 
Lockers performed on Soul Train (Pabon 2006:23). 
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classification of these forms overly prescriptive and conservative in its refusal to allow for the 

evolution of forms past their inception. Popping and Locking continued to develop on the West 

Coast separately from developments that took place in New York�—although with television the 

coasts were never too far apart�—while Uprocking mostly became folded into B-boying. What we 

know to be true is that forms of Electric Boogie were performed by members of the same crews 

that were performing B-boying, and in some cases by the same people who were B-boying. For 

example, there are pictures of JoJo and Crazy Legs�—two of the most famous Bronx B-boys�—

performing a Popping technique called Tutting at the 1981 Lincoln Center battle (Fricke and 

Ahearn 2002:306). Perhaps a forward-looking analysis of these forms and their relationship to 

each other is that their unique concurrence in the Bronx at the hands of the dancers there, thanks 

to the previous and parallel developments of dancers in geographically distinct locations, formed 

an aesthetic mix which represents the foundation of Hip-Hop dance forms. 

Popping and Locking 

The label Electric Boogie, used by Mr. Fresh et al. and others, was used particularly to 

denote the versions of Popping and Locking and their subordinate techniques that existed on the 

East Coast. As Schloss says, "to its practitioners at the time, electric boogie was a specifically 

East Coast variation of popping, which was often performed to the same raw breaks that b-boys 

favored" (2009:60). Popping and Locking are not the same dance form, but they are often 

grouped together because of their emphasis on mimetic and illusory isolation of the body. 

Electric Boogie is a term frowned upon by many practitioners because it groups together forms 

which are in fact distinct, and already had codified movement. However, it does serve a purpose, 

so I have maintained this terminology where it is useful. 
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Arthur Jafa posits that there are three uniting concepts between the musical and visual 

Hip-Hop artforms: �“flow, layering, and ruptures in line.�” To illustrate, he describes the body 

when it is performing Popping or Locking, when the lines of the body are broken as appendages 

are snapped into different shapes. �“And yet, these snapping movements take place one joint after 

the previous one�—creating a semiliquid effect that moves the energy toward the fingertip or toe�” 

(Rose 1994:38). 

As discussed above, Popping and Locking were very important to the diversity of the B-

boying vocabulary, as George says, �“Breaking, though refined in New York, was deeply 

influenced by locking and popping, two dance styles out of Los Angeles that got national 

exposure on Soul Train in the �‘70s�” (1998:133). It is difficult to say exactly when the transfer of 

movement happened; these forms are not mentioned in Banes�’s 1981 work but are mentioned in 

an article from 1982, and in her 1985 essay, all collected in Banes 1994. In the 1982 article, 

discussing a night at the nightclub Danceteria, she discusses a Rock Steady Crew presence as 

well as some Poppers, who �“could segment their bodies with a drawn-out shudder that looked 

like a cold electric shock was passing slowly through their veins (Banes 1994:154). 

Uprock 

Uprock is a dance that mimics fighting, and has a very specific rhythm, which Schloss 

compares to that of the cha-cha-cha, not a surprising similarity given the Latino background of 

Uprock (2009:135).  More detail about Uprock can be found in the encyclopedia. Although it 

was quickly integrated into the upright dancing of even the first-wave breakdancers in the Bronx, 

Mr. Fresh et al. put its start in Brooklyn, around 1969-1970 (1984:22). 

However, as late as 1981 Sally Banes reports �“B-Boys from the Bronx and Manhattan 

look down on the �‘uprock�’ prevalent in Brooklyn, a mere string of scatological and sexual 
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affronts without the aesthetic glue of spinning and getting down on the floor�” (Banes 1994:124). 

But as early as 1984 when Breakdancing was published, Mr. Fresh et al. say, �“many Breakers 

now use Uprock�—or at least some of its moves�—as an introductory part of their Breaking�”  

(Mr. Fresh et al. 1984:22). Schloss summarizes the complicated history in this way:  

Sometime in the late '60s, Latinos across New York began dancing to rock and soul 

music as if they were mambo, and they called it rocking. In Brooklyn, rockers added 

burns [insults] and jerks to create Brooklyn Rocking, or uprock. This new, more 

aggressive style then spread back across the city via the gangs. As the economic and 

social conditions of the early '70s led Latinos into closer contact with African Americans, 

uprocking merged with African dance styles. Finally, when the break was extended and 

hip-hop was born, uprocking transformed into B-boying. (2009:153) 

This summary of the development of B-boying does not account for the funk styles or 

what role they played in the development of B-boying or dance in general in the Bronx. This is 

mostly because the preceding quote is excerpted from a chapter whose focus is the interaction 

between Uprock and B-boying and how discussions of the form reveal aspects of practitioners' 

perception of history. In addition, the absorption of Uprock moves into B-boying was more 

complete, and hailed to a certain extent the death of Uprock as an autonomous form; the Funk 

styles were less intimately entwined. 
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Kuduro 
     
Development of Kuduro Movement 
 

Very demanding, very fast, very raw and very honest. You cannot pretend to be 
something you are not. Those are the rules when it comes to Kuduro. 
                                                                                    Kalaf Angelo (in Rogers n.d.) 

 
The interaction between Kuduro music and Kuduro dancing is very strong. Not only is 

Kuduro dancing performed to Kuduro music at parties and impromptu street performances, but 

almost all live Kuduro performances feature dancing. Most Kuduro musical groups have dancers 

that travel and perform with them, and some of the singers also dance. The same is true of any 

music video for a Kuduro song, professional-looking or very rudimentary, that can be seen on 

the Internet. The dance and those who do it are an integral part of the development and 

performance of the music, just as the development of the music was essential for the 

development of the dance As mentioned above, a great number of Kuduro songs center around 

the name of a particular dance move; many examples of this can be seen in the Encyclopedia of 

Kuduro Moves in Chapter 7.  

Kuduro has a large age range of appreciative audience members as well as participants, 

although the dance performers tend to be young, probably around 5-25 years old. The audience is 

both male and female, as are the performers, although there tends to be more male performers. 

There are several female kuduristas, some of whom, like Noite e Dia, are accompanied by only 

female dancers. Female dancers that are well known include Titica, who appears in one of Noite 

e Dia�’s music videos, �“Tá Maluca�” and Dama Electrica, one of the choreographers on the 

television show Bounce. 

Vaca Louca, who forms a two person group with (male) kudurista Salsicha, is a rare 

prominent female in the Kuduro music scene. She is also a well known and well regarded 
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Kuduro dancer, and is especially known for her sensuality and mastery of the movement of 

isolated body parts which are prominent in many of the moves of the dance form. Vaca Louca 

(whose name means �‘crazy cow�’) stated in an interview that she is not only a singer but one of 

the most important representatives and advocates for Kuduro dance. Not only her virtuosity but 

also her appearance contributes to her fame; she weighs about 220 pounds and often performs in 

very short shorts and knee pads (Molina 2008). 

 
Kuduro’s Role in Luandan Society 
 

Like early incarnations of the American hip-hop movement, Kuduro represents 
the voice of the voiceless in Angola. But it is the intersection of cultures, the 
unquenchable love for rhythm and dancing that ultimately mesmerizes the 
crowds. 

(Verzbolovskis 2009) 
                                                                                                                                     
Tony Amado, the Godfather of Kuduro, asserts in an interview with Reuters that Kuduro 

allows the youth of Luanda to express their reality and sentiments concerning the poverty which 

persists now even after the end of the civil war in 2002 (Reuters 2009). This is a similar 

sentiment to that which was expressed for B-boying's development in the Bronx. It is difficult 

and probably absurd to try to rank levels of despair, discrimination, or discontent among world 

populations, although we are positing that these elements help to fuel youth and cultural 

movements.  

However, the hardships and struggle of the Angolan population feel very fresh and very 

recent; to put the chronology in perspective, when African-American teenagers were declaring 

that B-boying was played out, and Crazy Legs started revitalizing B-boying in the Bronx, Angola 

was still a colony of Portugal. Following their independence in 1975, Angolans fought a bloody 

civil war until just nine years ago, 2002.  Moorman asserts that looking at and presenting social 

conditions and economic hardship in the new and still evolving form of Kuduro allows Angolans 
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to re-engage with the issues and to celebrate, even sometimes mockingly, their conditions and 

their survival (2008:193). 

In an interview from the summer of 2008, Luaty da Silva, a Kuduro music video director, 

stated that the desperation and feelings of desertion present in the musseques had mounted to a 

point of utter frustration, and that many youth have since turned to gang membership and crime. 

This is the only mention of gang related violence that I have found�—whether he is generalizing 

based on his experience with Os Turbantes, the group he has worked with most closely, or no 

one else has yet approached the story of Kuduro from that angle, is difficult to know. The only 

thing that is clear is that the various musical groups have entourages�—partly made up of dancers 

who perform with them live�—and that the groups are very much connected to the neighborhoods 

they are from. Unlike what was discussed in the history of the Bronx, where there may have been 

a transition from gang membership to involvement in a crew for one of the Hip-Hop art forms, 

da Silva states that Kuduro has gone from being a happy musical style to a means of promoting 

the gangs which have formed to protect the different musseques neighborhoods (Molina 2008). 

Da Silva says that performers who were previously using their talent for a united ideal of the 

music are now involved in actual physical conflict between neighboring musseques, and that they 

are mostly youth, age 13 to 18, as opposed to the first generation(s) of kuduristas, who were 

older, and whom he seems to be excluding from this description (Molina 2008). 

However, these conflicts as reported by da Silva involve the professional Kuduro 

musicians and their entourages, not the majority of people who are engaged with the dance form 

recreationally or in small neighborhood groups.17  

                                                 
17 Disputes and violence between famous musicians is certainly not a phenomena unique to Kuduro; the most 
famous example of this being the East Coast/West Coast rivalry between Rap artists Tupac and Biggie Smalls.     
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The Kuduro television shows mentioned before, particularly Tchilar and Bounce, 

emphasize positive social interaction and intervention as part of their mission statements. The 

description of Bounce on its website connects it to raising social awareness about drug abuse, 

and tries to prevent violence and juvenile delinquency, going on to say �“The cultural power of 

dance in Angola can anchor youth involvement in making more dynamic aspirations for their 

future�” (Bounce).18  

 

 The Dance Develops 

While there are debates over whether Sebem or Tony Amado really began Kuduro music, 

the creation of Kuduro dance has been put squarely in Tony Amado's hands. Talking about the 

development of the dance, Amado said in his interview with Reuters that he had always liked to 

imitate the dances of Michael Jackson, but that the formative moment in the creation of Kuduro 

was when he saw Jean Claude Van Damme dancing in the 1989 movie Kickboxer. Reuters 

reports Amado as saying the movie is from 1994 (this was probably the year when he saw the 

movie), and does not give the title (Reuters 2009). However, Verzbolovskis confirms it was 

Kickboxer, which was released in 1989 in the United States (2009). 

In the movie, Van Damme's character is in Thailand to learn Muy Thai boxing. His 

brother has been paralyzed in a fight with a Muy Thai boxer, and Van Damme's character is 

seeking revenge (�“Kickboxer�” n.d.). In the relevant scene, Van Damme�’s teacher takes him to a 

bar, gets him drunk, and tells Van Damme he would like to see him dance in order to test his 

balance. The teacher turns on the jukebox and invites two girls to dance with Van Damme. While 

Van Damme is dancing, the teacher goes around the bar and riles up the other males present; 
                                                 
18 This translation is mine; the original Portuguese reads �“O poder cultural da dança em Angola permite criar 
âncoras de envolvimento da juventude tornando-a mais dinâmica e com aspirações para o future.�” 
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they each in turn attack Van Damme and he successfully defends himself with characteristic split 

jumps, on the ground splits, and flying kicks.  

But before he gets attacked, he dances for a little more than a minute. The dancing he 

does is mainly led by his hips. He sways side to side and emphasizes the beat with pulses 

through his hips, then walks in place emphasizing each hip to the side with his hands near his 

hips. He bends his knees and thrusts his pelvis with little contractions upwards, and he does big 

pulsing hip circles. He does some little one and two foot spins, turning around to continue 

dancing. In one part he drops to the ground in center splits and pulses there before hopping back 

up to his feet and doing a little shake with his butt. Then he repeats the whole thing.  Throughout 

the dance sequence he shimmies and claps, but for the most part his arms just follow naturally 

from whatever movement he is doing with his lower body. 

In his interview with Reuters, Amado says �“when I saw Van Damme dance in that movie 

with his ass all tight I immediately started singing: dance, dance Van Damme, dance, dance Van 

Damme�” (2009). The musical form was already starting to take shape, and Amado was looking 

for dance moves to accompany his musical performances. Amado called the form Kuduro, from 

the Portuguese cú meaning ass and duro meaning hard or stiff. He named it this for the common 

movement of woman�’s butts and hips when they danced to the nascent Kuduro music, dancing 

that had also accompanied other genres being played at clubs and parties (Brown 2005) When he 

saw the hard, fast movements of Van Damme�’s Kickboxer performance, Amado decided he 

would also integrate those movements into the dance that would accompany performances of the 

music he was making; and he claims to have intentionally integrated influences from capoeira 

into the movement because that was part of Angolan heritage (Brown 2005). 
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Just as the B-boys of the Bronx built on the existing dance forms of their communities, 

Amado and the dancers he was inspired by were also influenced by Angolan dance traditions up 

to that point. The following is a list of dances popular in Angola leading up to the creation of 

Kuduro. They are listed roughly in chronological order according to their main time period of 

popularity although many of the forms are still danced today. Many of the forms were 

accompanied by specific genres of music, often eponymous; if details are known about the 

music, those are listed here as well. I am not asserting that every dance form ever practiced in 

Angola contributed directly to Kuduro. However, looking at the type of dance forms which have 

gained popularity in Angola, and their development, helps to shape an idea of how we can 

interpret the integration of outside forms into the currently popular Angolan dance. 

Capoeira 

While assertions of Capoeira�’s direct influence on Bronx B-boying are mostly fantastical, 

Capoeira may have actually had some influence on Kuduro; it is believed to have originated in 

Angola although the contemporary form practice world-wide developed in Brazil (Banes 

1994:150). According to Stead, Angolan capoeira is slower than the Brazilian version, although 

the instrumentation and basic moves are the same (2009:25). Capoeira is a dance martial art in 

which an elaborate feigned fight of kicks, handstands, and weight shifts take place. It is typically 

performed in the center of a circle formed by participants, musicians, and observers. 

Rebita 

The Rebita is a formal dance popular in the 1930s going all the way back to the 18th century, 

either imitative or derivative of Portuguese formal dancing.19 The dance is accompanied by music 

accordion and harmonica, and like a square dance, there is a caller who gives dance instructions. 
                                                 
19 This type of mocking dance is seen in the New World as done by slaves in imitation of their masters; for 
discussion see Peter Manuel�’s Caribbean Currents (2006: 119,157). 
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The dance is done by partners who are part of a large circle of dancers; the movement is 

exaggerated and gestural. The dress is formal, with the men in suits and the women in what 

Stead calls �“elaborate wraps�” (2009:25) which probably refers to one or more pano, the 

traditional Angolan cloth which women wear as skirts and head coverings (Moorman 2008:xxi). 

Rumba 

The Congolese style of Rumba developed in the 1950s and 1960s, inspired by Cuban music of 

the 1930s and 1940s. Its influence throughout all genres of African music is very strong, 

although the dance varies from country to country (Moorman 2008:xxii). 

Semba 

Some define Semba as solely referring to the specific rhythm of the music, and not to a musical 

genre its entirety (Antonio Venancio qtd in Moorman 2008:7). But there seems to be a good deal 

of argument about that. According to Stead and Rorison, it�’s a traditional dance and rhythm that 

has been traced back to the 17th century when it was used to celebrate life cycle and annual 

events. It�’s still danced at funerals and parties as well as many other occasions.  

Semba is also used to describe a partner dance with quick hip thrusting. Stead and 

Rorison compare it to Brazilian Samba dancing although the rhythm is different (Stead and 

Rorison  2009:26). Moorman states that the popular Angolan definition of semba is music �“made 

in Angola by Angolans�” including other musical genres like rumba, kabetula, kazekuta, reita, 

that coalesced in the 1960s and 1970s (2008:7-8). 

Kizomba 

Kizomba means �‘party�’ in Kimbundu, one of the main languages spoken in Angola. It was 

popularized in the 1980s and 1990s by the artist Bonga, and has influences from Semba but also 

French Caribbean Zouk music, and may have been influenced by an appearance by the Antillean 
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band Kassav in the 1980s (Moorman 2008:185). It is characterized by slow electronic 

percussion, and the dance is a partner dance in a light embrace with sensual movements of the 

hips (Stead and Rorison 2009:25). Moorman asserts that the simplicity of the dance came out of 

the desire for something easy, calm, and danceable (2008:185). 

Tarrachinha 

The Tarrachinha became popular in the 1990s, and is �“A very slow and sensual dance with the 

pair locked together and hardly moving. As such it�’s ideal for the very lazy or the very 

passionate. [�… It] is said to be the closest thing to sex with your clothes on�” (Stead and Rorison 

26). Kizomba and Tarrachinha are practiced by the same people who also dance Kuduro, 

although because they are partner dances, their practitioners tend to be older. Just as I discussed 

with Popping and Locking and Uprocking, the coexistence of these forms should not be 

overlooked, if only for the reason that none of the individual forms is required to fulfill all of the 

dance needs of the society, because the others also exist. 

 

Movement Description 

Kuduro has been described broadly as including the �“robotic moves similar to the Michael 

Jackson circle slide, [performers] bouncing off walls or simply pretending to drop dead on the 

ground once Kuduro�’s hard-hitting beat stops�” (Reuters 2009). As with B-boying, originality and 

virtuosity are the most important elements of any one given performance. Many performances 

feature moves that in B-boying were named Suicides, abrupt falls to the ground, none of which 

look easy on the dancer�’s bones; Kuduro dancers perform everything to the extreme. As Brown 

says, �“It�’s all part of the masochistic and macho-istic side of a music that can grip viewers as 

much as it can turn many off�” (2005). 
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Like B-boying, and particularly Popping and Locking, Kuduro has many mimetic steps 

and subjunctive modes, making fun of or referencing perceived movement characteristics of such 

groups in society as the elderly, homosexuals, and physically and mentally handicapped 

(ginsushark 2009). One direct way that the civil war has influenced Kuduro dancing is the high 

rate of amputees due to landmine injuries. One of the most famous singers and dancers of 

Kuduro, Costuleta, is missing a leg, which is representative of the destruction of the civil war 

and the ubiquity of many who are in similar situations (Moorman 2008:193). It is estimated that 

80,000 people have been injured by landmines as a result of the civil war; all sides in the struggle 

used them. While the war has been over for almost eight years, the landmines have yet to be 

cleared completely and it is thought that about 400 people a year continue to step on landmines 

(Lee-Potter 2008).  

This reality leads not only to dancing by people who are actually physically disabled, but 

also to an increased mimesis of physical disability; part of this is the ubiquity of contortive 

moves, one in particular which causes the leg to seem amputated. In this way contortion as a 

metaphorical amputation as well as the public display of disability as in the case of Costuleta is a 

way for Angolans to embrace and re-claim the realities of their past for themselves. 

There is not, as far as I can tell, a particular trajectory for a Kuduro set the way there is in 

B-boying. However, there are a wide variety of Kuduro moves, and among them are moves 

which are compositionally distinct. As would be expected of a dance form which stands on its 

own, there are slow, drawn out moves that contrast with quick intricate isolations, moves that 

travel and others which stay in place, and moves which highlight the lower body or upper body 

in turn. Through the selection of various moves in sequence, the Kuduro dancer highlights the 

abilities displayed by individual moves, and creates a varied and surprising performance. 
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As seen in the development of B-boying, there are movements that evolved naturally 

from various other dance movements and tendencies, as well as movements that are attributable 

to a specific dancer or group of dancers who invented and disseminated them. In the 

Encyclopedia of Kuduro moves, I have included as much information about a move�’s origin as I 

was able to find, as well as its compositional utility in a Kuduro set. 
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CHAPTER 7: ENCYCLOPEDIAS 

Encyclopedia of B-boying Moves 1975-1985 

Summary of Method and Guide to Reading the Encyclopedia 

            As discussed in detail in the Methods section of Chapter 3, I arrived at the entries in this 

encyclopedia by adapting similar entries in three how-to manuals; Breakdancing by Mr. Fresh 

and the Supreme Rockers (1984), Breakdance! by William H. Watkins and Eric N. Franklin 

(1984), and Break Dancing by Terry Dunnahoo (1985). For many of the entries I also 

incorporated primary source material from practitioners, as well as scholarly reflections on the 

movement. My personal experience as a practitioner�—learning, performing, and observing many 

of the following moves�—influenced my selection of existing descriptions and re-phrasing and 

rewriting of others. I hope this process has led to intelligible descriptions of the movement. For 

each entry I tried to give a larger picture of each move before describing it in a step-by-step 

fashion. However, unlike the how-to manuals, this is not meant to be an instructional tool. 

Rather, this encyclopedia is a utility for identifying moves and placing them in their historical 

and aesthetic context. 

            Recall also that the timeframe of this encyclopedia is 1975-1985. Where possible, I have 

provided whatever evidence I could find in order to date these moves chronologically. In 

addition to written descriptions in the articles by Sally Banes from 1981-1985, I also found dated 

photographic evidence of moves being performed in Hager (1984) and Fricke and Ahearn 

(2002), and the Joe Conzo Archive of photographs of the Bronx 1979-1981 housed in Cornell 

University Library�’s Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections. There were a small number of 

moves captured in photographs in these books but not accounted for in the how-to manuals. I 

have entered these in the encyclopedia under the name by which they are currently known. 
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Documentaries and feature films about B-boying are another possible source of evidence for 

what moves were performed by whom and at what point in the development of B-boying. 

However, due to time constraints, I have not pursued that evidence. Because the temporal scope 

of this endeavor is limited, there are of course many contemporary B-boying moves which are 

not included. For the most complete, although poorly organized, up-to-date listing of moves in 

the global B-boy vocabulary, I refer the reader to various conjoined articles on Wikipedia 

starting with the umbrella article �“List of Breakdance Moves.�” 

            The headings that are capital and italicized indicate the three co-existing and intertwined 

forms of dance found in the Bronx between 1975 and 1985: B-boying, Uprock, and Electric 

Boogie (Popping and Locking). Boldface headings indicate the names of codified moves which 

are the terms defined and described in the encyclopedia; italicized entries subordinate to a 

boldface entry indicates a variation or specific style of the boldface move. For ease of 

identification, a move appears in italics the first time it appears in the main text of the entry. 

 
B-BOYING 

Breaking is the gymnastic and acrobatic aspect, [�…] the most spectacular, the 
most dangerous, and the one that takes the most guts.                

(Mr. Fresh et al. 1984:11) 
  
In its heart [it is] grounded in a commitment to competition.  
                                                                                           (Nelson George 1998:14) 
  

Backspin 

A Backspin is �“the spinning of your body balanced on your upper back, with your legs tucked up 

and held by your arms or hands�” (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984:12). The B-boy starts this move lying on 

his side. To gain momentum for this move, he crosses the free leg over his body then kicks it to 

the back in a circular motion. At the same time, he pushes off the hand he is lying on. The 

combined energy turns him in the direction of the free leg's motion, and starts to rotate the whole 
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body. To maintain the spinning, the B-boy curls up into a ball, as Mr. Fresh et al. described. A 

variation of this move is the Buttspin, where instead of rolling onto his back to spin, the dancer 

is balanced on his butt, with the knees pulled into the chest, or extended vertically in a pike 

position. In contemporary B-boying, the Backspin, along with the Buttspin, is mostly a novelty 

move. It�’s an impression of �“old school�” B-boying, where �“old school�” refers to the period of 

development discussed here: 1975-1985. Also discussed in Watkins and Franklin (1984:34-35), 

and Dunnahoo (1985:34). Photographic evidence dated 1983 in Hager (1984) 

Donkeys  

When performing Donkeys, the B-boy alternates between having his weight entirely on his feet 

and his weight entirely on his hands. This is accomplished by placing the arms on the floor and 

kicking the legs up behind. Once the body is almost vertical, the hands push off the floor. For a 

moment neither hands nor feet are touching the floor. Then, the feet reach the floor and the 

weight is replaced, after which the motion is repeated (Watkins and Franklin 1984: 50-53). The 

move looks like an imitation of a kicking, bucking animal, a quality its name hints at. 

Flips 

Flips, most commonly Backflips, were one of the gymnastic Power Moves added in second wave 

B-boying. This type of move did not appear in any of the three how-to manuals, this may be in 

part because of liability issues: all of the books caution many times that B-boying can be 

dangerous and that the reader should be very careful. Perhaps they did not want to even mention 

a move which could be so potentially damaging.  But in her 1985 article Banes mentions 

"Acrobatic transitions such as [...] flips�” (1994: 146), and there is photographic evidence dated 

1981 in Hager (1984). Because the images capture the B-boy high in mid-air, all that can be 

absolutely stated is that they were in the air. There is no evidence for how they got there. As 
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such, I am using the term loosely, as it is quite possible the move is actually a Handspring, a 

gymnastic move that would look similar in the air but is easier to accomplish.  

In a Backflip, the dancer begins standing with his arms raised, then lowers the arms 

quickly, and bends the knees deeply. Raising the arms quickly in an arcing motion towards the 

sky, the dancer pushing off through the legs and jumps into a cannonball position, rotating 

backwards. When he completes the rotation in the air, he lands on his feet in the spot where he 

started. In a Handspring, the preparation is the same, but instead of rotating back to the feet in 

the air, the B-boy first lands on his hands in a handstand position, from where he continues the 

motion and ends back on his feet. 

Float 

In a Float, the B-boy is parallel to the floor, with all his weight resting on his arms. The elbows 

of each arm are stuck into his body below the ribs such that the hands are supporting the weight 

with the forearms perpendicular to the floor. The B-boy leans forward slightly to free up the legs, 

which are held bent and lifted behind the body. By shifting the weight slightly from one elbow to 

the other and picking up and moving the free hand, the B-boy can turn in a circle or move 

forward or back (Watkins and Franklin 1984: 44-47). 

Floor Rock  

The term Floor Rock �“describes any dancing you do while you�’re down on the floor, with one or 

both hands acting as supports�” (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984: 11). Floor Rock, also called Down Rock 

and Footwork, includes specific moves like Six-Step, Three-Step, and different kinds of Techs, 

many with their own names.20 Basic Floor rock moves involve the hands planted on the floor and 

staying mostly in one place while the legs walk quickly around the hands. The dancer either 
                                                 
20 There is no evidence that these specific terms were used yet in the time period of investigation, but the movement 
was already being performed. 
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keeps the body facing the hands or alternates facings. The entire body including the pelvis is kept 

low and close to the hands allowing the greatest amount of freedom for the legs. Mr. Fresh et al. 

specify that �“original Breaking, often called old-style Breakdancing�”�—what I have referred to as 

second-wave B-boying�—was comprised mostly of Floor Rock and not the more acrobatic Power 

Moves, which were added later (1984: 13). Photographic evidence dated 1981 in Fricke and 

Ahearn (2002: 117, 303). 

 Techs are variations and add-ons to the basic Floor Rock moves. Techs involve a 

frequent transfer of weight between the hands and intricate motions of the free legs. A lot of 

innovation takes place in developing and performing new Techs, and this is related to developing 

one�’s own style. Because they are complicated, the mastery of many Techs is prestigious. In 

general, crisp, fast movement with an attention to transitions is valued in Floor Rock, and Techs 

are good moments to display these abilities. Mr. Fresh et al. compare this category of move to 

traditional Russian dancing (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984:13). B-boy Alien Ness actually asserts that one 

Tech, referred to most commonly as cc’s, should be called Russian Taps because they arose from 

imitating Russian dancing (Schloss 2009: 77).  

One well known Floor Rock step is the Helicopter. In the Helicopter, the dancer begins 

in a squatting position with one leg extended. The dancer takes weight into both hands in front of 

the body so that the extended leg can swing around the crouching leg. The crouching leg then 

jumps over the swinging leg, and the dancer returns to the beginning pose to complete it again 

(Watkins and Franklin 1984: 30-33).  This move is also known by some as Coffee Grinders. But 

B-boy Anthony Colon directly disputes this name, firmly declaring Helicopter to be the correct 

one, and specifically recalling an instance in 1983 when he performed them. From this we know 

that Helicopters were used at least as early as 1983 (Schloss 2009: 77).   
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Freezes 

The element of surprise is highly valued in the composition of a set, and in the final moment of 

the set the Freeze is an important opportunity to showcase timing and strength. There are many 

categories of Freezes including Baby Freezes, mimetic Freezes, and Air Freezes (discussed 

briefly in the Post-1985 entry below), and each category contains many variations. 

A Baby Freeze entails one arm�’s elbow anchored into the abdomen perpendicular to the floor 

and body. The weight of the body is balanced on that hand, on the top of the side of one�’s head, 

and the free arm, which is bent at a right angle. The legs are either rested on the free elbow or 

suspended in the air in a variety of positions.  

Mimetic Freezes were especially prominent in early breakdancing, as Rose says: 

to stop time was only one part of the freeze. In the freeze, the dancer also took on an 
alternative identity and served as a challenge to competitors. Dancers would freeze-pose 
as animals, superheroes, business men, GQ models, elderly or injured people and as 
female pin-up models. The freeze pose embodied an element of surprise that served as a 
challenge to the next dancer to outdo the previous pose. (1994: 48)  
 

More than one Freeze might be utilized in a set, as was the case in a duet routine recounted by 

the B-boy JoJo where the dancers �“both spin down to a baby freeze, [then] end it in a backspin to 

a bridge�” (Fricke and Ahearn 2002: 112). Also discussed in Watkins and Franklin (1984:60-61). 

Handglide/Flow 

A Handglide or Flow is characterized by �“the horizontal spinning of your body while it is 

balanced on one elbow stuck between your hips�” (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984: 11). To picture this, 

imagine that the B-boy is in the position of parachuting, except that the body is supported by the 

single hand whose elbow rests perpendicular to the floor and body in the B-boy�’s abdomen (this 

is a similar position to the one described for Baby Freezes). As Mr. Fresh et al. say, the balance 

for this move �“comes from the legs which are bent and spread apart�” (1984: 11). In Floor Rock 
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the mark of excellence is speed while still maintaining precision. However, for a glide, while 

initial speed is good, the mark of a great glide is a slow, maintained position which continues 

until there is no choice but to stop. This sustaining quality is one of the many elements of 

contrast inherently built into a B-boy set. Also discussed in Watkins and Franklin (1984: 48-49), 

Dunnahoo (1985: 38). Photographic evidence dated 1981 in Fricke and Ahearn (2002: 305), 

Hager (1984). 

Headspin 

To do a Headspin, the B-boy starts in a headstand. His arms are placed on either side of the head, 

helping to support his bodyweight and provide stability. He gains momentum by propelling 

himself around with his hands. The legs may also help to gather momentum, opening in a 

circular path before closing quickly. Once the B-boy has gained speed, he brings his hands up 

from the floor so that only his head is touching. Once the spin has started, the legs may be spread 

or tight depending on the B-boy�’s balance and style. Many people these days wear helmets for 

safety or hats that make it easier to spin, but the B-boys in the time period we are looking at spun 

right on their afros! Also discussed in Watkins and Franklin (1984: 62-63) and Dunnahoo (1985: 

41). Photographic evidence dated 1981 in Fricke and Ahearn (2002:112), Hager (1984: cover). 

Lofting 

According to Mr. Fresh et al. Lofting is a broad term that describes dives and dive rolls ending in 

Handstands and other Freezes and poses. None of the other sources mentioned it, but this seems 

like it would be a later addition to the movement vocabulary, as dive rolls are common in 

gymnastics (1984: 12). 
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Scissor Kicks 

Scissor Kicks is a Power Move done in a Handstand position. Once in a Handstand, the B-boy 

bends his arms slightly and pushes off of the ground slightly before touching again. While these 

small jumps happen, the legs kick back and forth into narrow splits, crossing each other like 

scissor blades. Photographic evidence dated 1981 in Fricke and Ahearn (2002: 304). 

Suicides 

A Suicide is a "no-hands forward flip where you land flat on your back. [�…] If you do it right, 

you don�’t hurt yourself�” (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984:12). Suicides can also be done rotating in the air 

parallel to the floor, or landing on the butt in a similar move. Suicides, like Freezes, play into the 

theatricality and mimetic aspects of a set, and also have a unique rhythm because their movement 

ends so abruptly. 

Swipes 

Swipes are �“a flip of the weight from hands to feet that also involves a twist in the body�’s 

direction�” (Banes 1994: 146). Starting in a crab-walk position, with weight on both bent legs and 

arms positioned behind the body, the B-boy flips over to face the ground, and returns to the 

beginning position. If the B-boy is turning to the right, this is accomplished by raising the right 

arm and swinging it forcefully from the left side of the body back to the right to bear weight on 

the ground. At the same time, the left leg lifts off the ground and weight is put onto the right leg, 

which pushes off the floor. The move is completed when the left arm whips around, freeing the 

legs to turn in the air, and the body�’s weight is completely on the hands. As the legs come 

around, the B-boy returns to the original position. Also discussed in Watkins and Franklin (1984: 

54-55), Dunnahoo (1985: 46). Photographic evidence in Fricke and Ahearn (2002: 111,116), 

Hager (1984). 
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Spider 

There are two variations of the Spider, one which travels and the other which is stationary. They 

both have the same basic position: the body is crouched close to the floor with most of the 

weight on the hands. The legs are draped over the shoulders so that the backs of the knees touch 

the back of the shoulders (Dunnahoo 1985: 42). In the stationary variation, the weight is taken 

exclusively in the hands and the legs are lifted and lowered in the air on alternating sides. To 

travel, the B-boy uses all four appendages: both hands and both feet, to walk forward or to travel 

in a circle (Watkins and Franklin 1984: 36-41). Photographic evidence in Hager (1984), dated 

1982 in Fricke and Ahearn (2002:116).  

Top Rock  

The inclusion of Top Rock in this encyclopedia, named as such, may be apocryphal. It is not 

mentioned in the description of B-boying moves in any of the three instructional books I used to 

compile the Encyclopedia; nor does Pabon mention it in his �“Physical Graffiti.�” Banes also does 

not mention Top Rock by name, but in her 1981 article in the Village Voice, she does refer to �“a 

stylized walk into the ring for four or five beats to the music�” which B-boy Frosty Freeze �“stuffs 

a Charleston into�” (Banes 1994: 124). This is a description that sounds suspiciously like Top 

Rock. In addition, several pictures of B-boys dated 1981-82 in Fricke and Ahearn (2002) and 

Hager (1984) as well as from 1980-1981 in the Joe Conzo Archive show still images of what 

today would absolutely be called Top Rock.  

This portion of the set is the earliest version of B-boying; it is built off of the upright 

dances of the first wave, African American B-boys. So perhaps when these texts were written, at 

a time when Floor Rock and Power Moves had already been added, this part of the set was de-

emphasized to save energy, or was devalued in the face of showier moves. Or perhaps at the time 
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these texts were written the upright portion of the set was mostly composed of moves borrowed 

from Uprock and Electric Boogaloo, and a distinguishing name was not yet necessary.  

Both of these options seem possible, but unlikely, as Top Rock has a specific rhythm and 

role in the set. Top Rock emphasizes the already heavy beats 2 and 4 of a measure, and has the 

additional task of establishing rhythm and dominance of the space; B-boys often use their Top 

Rock time to carve out space in the circle�—physically and in terms of attention�—in which to 

perform. The most likely explanation as to why the category of moves called Top Rock had not 

yet acquired a title is two fold. First, this upright portion was the original core of the dance, and 

has the most in common with other upright popular dance forms, so it does not require the step-

by-step instruction that a move like the Spider does. Second, there are many individual Top Rock 

steps, and a great deal of variety and room for innovation, so perhaps these manuals could not 

deal with this. 

One of the most popular Top Rock steps is the Indian Step, and it is this one that seems 

most common in the photographs mentioned above. In the Indian Step, the B-boy starts in a 

neutral standing position, then crosses the right foot over the left foot and puts weight on the 

right toe. Then, the foot returns to neutral and the process is repeated to the other side. The 

weight is placed on the extended foot on the beats 2 and 4, emphasizing these beats visually 

(Schloss 2009: 32). 

Windmills 

Windmills are one of the most difficult moves of the moves in this encyclopedia, and the learning 

process creates a lot of bruises on the shoulders. The Windmill involves the B-boy alternating 

between lying on his back and facing the floor, where he is supporting himself on both hands 

with the elbows tucked in close to the body. The difficulty of this move is in successfully 
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completing the transitions, and doing so smoothly, especially from the back returning to 

supporting oneself on the arms. The name of the move comes from the movement of the legs 

which help propel the body around and create momentum. It is sometimes performed without the 

help of the hands at all, such that the weight of the body is simply being transferred from the 

back of the shoulders to the front (Mr. Fresh et al 1984: 12). Also discussed in Watkins and 

Franklin (1984: 56-59), Dunnahoo (1985: 42). 

Worm 

The Worm starts with the body lying on the ground face down, with forearms lying on the floor. 

The body moves forward incrementally by lifting in the pelvis, kicking the legs, and pushing off 

of the forearms. Starting at the legs, each part of the body is lifted off of the ground, sending a 

wave through the body, until part of the body returns to the floor, now slightly forward of where 

it began (Watkins and Franklin 1984: 78-81). There is also a variation, called the Dolphin, which 

moves from head to toe and therefore moves backwards (Dunnahoo 1985:34).  

Post-1985 Moves 

To the list above, which represents the arsenal of B-boying moves which came from and were 

used by the first, second, and third waves of New York B-boys, other Power Moves have been 

added. Examples include Crickets, Flares, Air Flares, 1990s, and 2000s, and many more. There 

have also been more variations invented in the category Freezes, as well as a demanding brother 

category, Air Freezes. Air Freezes are all variations on Handstands or elbow stands, and 

common examples include Nikes, Pikes, Inverts, (blow up)Air Chairs, Hollow-backs, Kicks and 

more. Further research needs to be done on the development and practice of these contemporary 

moves in the United States and globally. 
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UPROCK 

The description of Uprock given by Mr. Fresh et al. is so compelling it is repeated virtually in 

toto here:  

Uprock is a dancing fight, in which the dancers are very close but do not actually touch. 

It is extremely fast and looks like a kung fu battle, but with more continuous movement 

and more rhythm. Every move means something: �‘I cut your throat,�’ or, �‘I dismember 

you.�’ [�…] There are Uprock moves where you grab a part of your opponent�’s anatomy 

and smell it as a sign you have taken it. (1984: 13)  

Whereas Top Rock puts emphasis only on the already musically emphasized beats 2 and 4, 

Uprock utilizes all of the whole beats as well as the half beats of a measure. Typical Uprock 

steps have the distinct rhythm 1-and-2, 3-and-4 or perhaps 1, 2, 3-and-4, with a move on almost 

every count and half count. These steps typically are done with a rocking motion of the pelvis 

from front to back and an emphatic descent to crouching, on the beats 3-and-4 known as the jerk 

(Schloss 2009:134-135). Uprock is typically performed concurrently by two opponents who face 

each other. Their arms move in opposition to their pelvises and mime punching or stabbing 

motions, all of which creates the effect of stage-fighting. Uprock is judged on is rhythmic 

accuracy; �“you lose if you�’re out of sync with the music�” (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984: 13), as well as 

endurance, variety of movement, and attitude in relation to the opponent. Also discussed in 

Watkins and Franklin (1984: 24-25). Photographic evidence dated 1983 in Fricke and Ahearn 

(2002:115). 

ELECTRIC BOOGIE 

In general, the movement involves isolation of body parts, illusion, or mimetic narrative 

combinations. Mr. Fresh et al. list Popping and Lock It (Locking) as distinct moves within the 
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category Electric Boogie, but at the present, with the exception of Locking, most people would 

put all of the styles or moves mentioned in this section under the category Popping. It is probably 

the case that certain moves, like Tutting, were developed after Popping had spread to New York, 

and were later absorbed into Popping because of their aesthetic similarity. As such, some of the 

names for the moves described below delineated by Mr. Fresh et al. are now names of techniques 

or options within Popping, and not distinct dance forms.  

Possibly because the Electric Boogie moves tend to be characteristic of popular club 

dancing, and appear more accessible (although virtuosic Popping and Locking is very difficult 

and requires just as much effort and rehearsal as breaking, if not the exact same physical 

demands), these are the forms and characteristics which have been the most universally adopted, 

and their influence can be seen in many contemporary, mostly upright, Hip-Hop dance forms. 

Floats 

Floats �“are old mime tricks, and are the standard way of getting around the floor when doing the 

Electric Boogie�” (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984: 15). Floats can move back, side, or front, and the 

specific movement of the feet is particular to each direction. What is important about performing 

Floats is that they are meant to create an illusion; the dancer gives the impression that he is 

gliding across the floor as if being pulled by an external force (Dunnahoo 1985: 26-30). This 

illusion is accomplished by never removing the foot from the floor, but rather pushing through 

the ball of the foot and sliding it in the correct direction. The weight is then transferred to the 

other foot. The Moonwalk, or Back Float, is the most well known example of this, and was made 

famous by Michael Jackson (Watkins and Franklin 1984: 68-69).    
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King Tut (Tutting) 

In Tutting, the dancer moves between poses that might be seen in ancient Egyptian paintings, 

with a particular emphasis on hands bent at right angles to the forearm and on bent elbows. As 

with most of the Electric Boogie dances, the transitions from pose to pose must be motivated, 

and the progression must seem somewhat logical. That is to say, a dancer must move stepwise 

through many motions before getting to a pose that is very distinct from a previous one. In an 

Electric Boogie set, Tutting can be used as an opportunity to dis an opponent. For example, a 

dancer might mime making an opponent�’s head into a sandwich between the �‘bread�’ of his 

hands, then turn the sandwich so that he is eating it. Discussed in Mr. Fresh et al. (1984: 14-15), 

Dunnahoo (1985: 22), Watkins and Franklin (1984: 76). Photographic evidence dated 1981 in 

Fricke and Ahearn (2002:306) 

      Many people attribute the development of Tutting to the Egyptomania that erupted with the 

first tour of the King Tut exhibit to the United States. This exhibit was on display in New York 

in 1978, and was vey well attended. Some also point to the subsequent televised performance of 

Steve Martin's novelty hit song �“King Tut.�” The performance aired on Saturday Night Live in 

1979, and featured stylized dancing mimicking the Egyptian hieroglyphs and paintings of the 

set�’s décor. The moves performed look very similar to Tutting moves, although the technique 

and logic is less sophisticated. 

Lock It (Locking) 

Locking moves are highly gestural, sharp, and often angular. Mr. Fresh et al. explain that 

Locking is an exaggerated display of laughter; �“for example, you might slap your knees or point 

at something or someone funny. You throw your arms up. You kick your legs out. You really 

have a good time when you Lock�” (1984: 15). Locking uses a lot of pauses for emphasis between 
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fast movements, during which the joints are given an extra lock. This emphasis is similar to that 

in Popping, except where Popping is an outward emphasized motion, Locking is like a settling 

into a pose. Also discussed in Dunnahoo 1985: 16-17. Photographic evidence from the Joe 

Conzo Archive dated 1980, in Hager (1984).  

Mannequin 

The Mannequin is an imitation of a store mannequin, with locked joints, and has several sub-

styles; it is one of the most imitative, mimetic categories in Electric Boogie: 

Robot- An imitation of a mechanized robot, complete with the limitations and specific angles of 

motion and a reverberation once the movement has completed its trajectory. Although it is 

performed on beat to the music, the Robot can be performed at any speed.  

The Puppet/Marionette- Imitative of a marionette with strings controlling the elbows in 

particular, with lower arms dangling and relatively limp. 

The Collapse-A Mannequin move where the feet are wide apart, knees are together, and weight 

is on the inside of the shoes. The Lean gives the impression that the dancer is leaning far over to 

one side by Collapsing the leaning side leg while the other remains straight and jutting the upper 

body and shoulders far out to the side (Mr. Fresh et al. 1984: 16). 

The Pop (Popping) 

The Pop is an isolated movement in a given body part that may be combined with other Electric 

Boogie moves, or combined into a full routine. As Mr. Fresh et al. explain, �“You can Pop your 

shoulder by tensing the arm muscles and by giving a little help by the slightest downward jerk of 

your elbow�” (1984: 15). One well-known Popping move is the Heartbeat, where a Popper 

performs an exaggerated heartbeat, often accompanied by a hand, sometimes someone else�’s, 

just above the chest of the Popper, as if the heart is being commanded to try and escape the chest. 
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Tick 

Ticking is a snapping of joints which mimics the breaking of a bone, used to add motion to 

emphasize other moves (Dunnahoo 1985: 17, Mr. Fresh et al. 1984: 14). It can also refer to 

Popping double-time, which inevitably has a different quality of movement. 

Wave 

The Wave is a very common way of moving within an Electric Boogie set; it involves passing an 

invisible wave or current through the body by isolating and highlighting the body part where the 

�‘energy�’ is. A Wave can be done through the entire body, but the most recognizable version of it 

is probably the 10-Step Wave. In the 10-Step Wave, energy is passed sequentially through the 

arms while keeping them parallel to the ground; the fingers fold into the palm, the wrist bends, 

the elbow lifts, the shoulder comes up, and then reverses to the other side, so that the energy 

comes out the fingertips. Mr. Fresh et al. aptly point out, �“the Wave is the one Boogie style that 

does not have the snapping and popping character of Breakdance music�” (1984: 14). This is not 

an inconsistency but rather an attribute that gives it an important compositional role, which is the 

ability to add contrast and slow things down, much like intermediate Freezes do in a B-boying 

set. Also discussed in Dunnahoo (1985: 18), Watkins and Franklin (1984: 66). 

Encyclopedia of Kuduro Moves 

Summary of Method and Guide to Reading the Encyclopedia 

The process through which I arrived at this encyclopedia is discussed in detail in the 

Methods section of Chapter 3. As discussed there, I derived the following entries mainly from 

YouTube videos of Kuduro dancing. Some of the videos were comprised of clips of individual 
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moves, and each move was labeled by the person who posted the video. I also garnered several 

moves from episodes of television shows where a Kuduro dancer gave a lesson on certain 

Kuduro moves. Once I had created a list of Kuduro moves from those videos, I watched 

additional, informal videos of Kuduro to find other instances of these moves. Finding more 

examples of any given move not only assured me that particular move was indeed being used, 

but also helped me arrive at a better description of the move. I also looked for textual 

confirmation of moves to improve the quality of the entries, and for some of them I found 

historical information, which I have included alongside the movement description. If the name of 

the move was expressed in the video orally but not written, I tried to guess the orthography of the 

names based on the pronunciation. Where I could not, I have not verified the spelling of the 

name. In these cases I have represented the name in the International Phonetic Alphabet, and the 

transcription appears in brackets as per convention.  

Translation sources are marked in the text, although the words whose orthographic 

representation I was unable to obtain remain without translations. The translations, also called 

glosses because they are not literal but are semantically correct, appear in single quotes next to 

the name of the move, as is the convention for glossing text. 

For moves that I encountered which were codified, I have provided the appropriate 

Portuguese or Kimbundu name. English names are my invention and refer to common moves 

and features of movement which I saw frequently in many different types of videos, but were not 

identified�—as far as I was able to tell�— by practitioners. I have given these items what I hope 

are succinct and descriptive names, or, if they seem identical to codified moves in other dance 

forms, I have used the existing name. Exceptions to this include the moves On the ground and 

Michael Jackson; these are the names given to them by Kuduro dancers (�“A Revolta�”). For each 
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move, I have included as much pertinent information as I could find; because there are varying 

amounts of information available, the amount of text for each entry is uneven. 

At the end of each entry, I have included a list of videos which the given move can be 

seen in, as well as the titles and artists of songs that use the name of the dance move in their 

lyrics. These lists are by no means all-inclusive, but rather indicate a sample of the thousands of 

Kuduro videos available on YouTube. The videos which I utilized to provide further evidence 

for particular moves were chosen and included here because they are all of highly visible quality 

and the dancing is varied and well-performed. The videos are listed by their title at the end of 

each entry, and the information for finding the videos follows the Works Cited at the end of this 

paper, although they are alphabetized by the username of the individual or entity that posted the 

video. I have maintained the exact capitalization, spacing, and punctuation of the video titles, so 

they can be located on YouTube. 

            Boldface headings indicate the names of codified moves, as well as those common moves 

which I have assigned a descriptive name to; italicized entries subordinate to a boldface entry 

indicates a variation or specific style of the boldface move. The names of codified moves appear 

in the text in italics on every occasion for easy identification, regardless of the language of the 

move. The names which I have assigned to movement types and categories remain un-italicized 

as they are not established by the practitioners. 

      When reading the following entries, recall that Kuduro�’s name comes from the Portuguese 

words for �‘hard ass.�’ The movement is characterized by the opening and closing of the legs and 

isolations of the pelvis, with variation of bent and straight knees, the direction of stepping, the 

speed of movement, and the direction and trajectory of pelvic movement. 
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Andamento Ndombolo21- �‘walking ndombolo�’ 

Andamento Ndombolo is one of the most common and most frequently performed moves in 

Kuduro, both from performer to performer and within a given Kuduro set. Ndombolo (also 

N�’dombolo, dombolo) is the name of a type of Congolese music and its accompanying dance, 

which are derivative of soukous, an older Congolese music form in turn an offshoot of rumba 

music. The rumba enjoyed its popularity in the Congos and countries influenced by Congolese 

music production and dissemination�—including Angola, see Chapter 5 for discussion�— from the 

1930s to 1960s, and soukous from the 1960s to mid 1990s. Ndombolo, a faster-paced form with 

harder backbeats, became popular in the mid 1990s and continues to be popular (Stewart 2000, 

�“Congo�” n.d.). 

Suki Mwenda, in her chapter �“Traditional Drama Forms and Post Colonial Artistic 

Identities,�” asserts that the Ndombolo dance is derived from men on the street of the Congolese 

cities of Brazzaville and Kinshasa, who would perform a self-congratulatory dance if they could 

elicit reactions from women passing by. The dance performed mimicked the actions of 

chimpanzees, which are important in Congolese culture (2001: 248). Francois Misser describes 

Ndombolo as imitating a generic lame monkey (1998), but Manda Tchebwa pins the 

development of Ndombolo on a particular primate, �“Old Marcel�” (2002). In her article 

�“N�’Dombolo: the Identity-based Postulation of the Post-Zaïko Generation,�” she outlines the life 

of Old Marcel and his role in the creation of this dance form.  

This �“star primate,�” of unspecified type, seems to have danced a mean rumba, although 

he may himself had physical disabilities. Unlike Mwendwa, Tchebwa attributes the dance�’s 

                                                 
21 Unless otherwise indicated, translation is from Wordreference.com. 
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development to the shegue— the street youth (Tchebwa 2002). This is a population we have 

already identified as a likely candidate for innovating new movement, although they may have 

been influenced by the actions of their elders which Mwenda describes. Tchebwa writes of the 

original Congolese Ndombolo,  

It thrills with its intricate steps, its complex combinations [�…], miming a few ape-like 
poses and ticks in the process. And it is impossible to remain indifferent before the 
circular swaying of hips [�…]which, according to some immutable ritual, go from top to 
bottom and back up again, and the shuddering of those well-curved posteriors that swing 
between elegance and virtuosity, erotic suggestion and measured "savageness" [quotes in 
original]. (Tchebwa 2002)  
 

These same features remain in Kuduro, where Andamento ndombolo is both a staple movement 

and a catch-all name, including mostly stationary movement as well as locomotor movement. 

One variation includes large, exaggerated walking, with both the front and back legs extending 

and swinging to step, which is well described by the word andamento, �‘walking�’. The common 

characteristics of various examples of Andamento Ndombolo are the �“intricate steps�” mentioned 

above; there is a very rapid change of weight between feet, which may remain parallel to each 

other, cross, or become staggered front and back at any given moment of the dance. The knees 

are constantly moving as well, bending and straightening but also moving quickly within the 

dancer�’s whole range of lateral motion, including very turned in. This can often create the 

illusion of rubbery or unstable legs. Weight change is not necessarily even; alternating ball-

changes or other ways of syncopating the movement is common.  

The upperbody is not one of the defining characteristics of Andamento Ndombolo, but it usually 

moves in reaction to the legs. The arms are often held out from the body which both keeps them  
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out of the way of the knees as well as framing and contrasting the frantic, virtuosic movement of 

the legs with the calm torso.  

Seen in videos: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Toques Angola 2009�” �“1° Succeso�” �“A 

revolta do kuduro�” �“Andamento dombolo�”  

Mentioned in song: �“Andamento Ndombolo�” by Dj Nays Feat. Dj Mike Lc. 

Assisted mobility 

In order to augment many different moves a dancer will give weight into a wall or another 

person; this increases mobility in their legs and pelvis. There are a few variations of this: if 

leaning against a wall, the dancer may face the wall or face away from the wall; in either case 

they will be in contact just with their hands. When interacting with another person, the two most 

common ways are to have a person bend forward to provide a flat back as support, or for 

someone to come behind the dancer and hold them by their waist, lifting them slightly off the 

ground so they can move with almost complete freedom.  

Seen in: �“kuduro angolano�” �“Toques Angola 2009�” �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” 

Bum bum na te mexe- �‘ass in the mix�’  

With bent knees and the torso leaned slightly forward, the dancer moves the butt and hips side to 

side in a horizontal plane, hitting the outer limits of the mobility of the hips. The dancer may 

double the hits going left, left, right, left, right, right, for example. The rest of the body is still 

and is usually facing away from the audience.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�”  

Song: �“Mexer o Bumbum�” by Os Lambas 
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Butt Pops 

This isolation of the pelvis can be performed as its own autonomous move or as an 

embellishment to almost any other movement, and is one of the hallmarks of Kuduro, whose 

name, as mentioned above, means �‘hard ass.�’ In its simplest version, the performer stands with 

slightly bent knees as they raise the butt by tilting the pelvis forward and contracting the lower 

back muscles. The virtuosity of this move is defined by the range of motion of the pelvis and the 

performer�’s ability to create interesting and strong rhythms with it. The performer may look over 

one shoulder to draw attention to the isolated movement. Like other non-travelling movements, it 

is often used to create a qualitative contrast within a set of movement. 

Câmbio �‘trade-off�’ 

In the Câmbio, the dancer repeatedly opens and closes the legs with bent knees into turned-out 

and turned-in positions, then opens one leg all the way out to the side straight, with the heel on 

the floor; the other leg is still bent. The arms, which have been bent at the elbows moving from 

side to side across the body, straighten out to be parallel to the extended leg. The extended 

position is held for a moment, like a Freeze. The dancer then resumes the in-and-out movement 

of the knees, to open to the other side. 

Seen in: �“Essa é Câmbio�” 

Circumcision/Doll faces22 

The circumcision face or doll face are facial expressions that male Kuduro dancers make in 

isolation or while performing other moves. Many Angolan ethnic groups engage in male 

circumcision as initiation rites when boys reach adulthood, and dances, both masked and 

unmasked, are part of the ritual (Sheehan 2010:122). I believe the use of these faces as 

                                                 
22 The name of this �‘move�’ comes from Reuters (2009); this is the author�’s description. 
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punctuation in a Kuduro performance is reflective not of the dance that accompanies the 

traditional circumcision/initiation rituals, but rather is imitative of the actual facial expressions 

that may arise during the rite and possibly the masks which are worn afterwards. This may be 

one way of holding on to or referencing the cultural practices of the agrarian and rural societies 

Luandan residents came from. 

Seen in: �“Nu Passa Nada,�” �“Buraka Som Sistema�” 

Contortion 

Contortion of the body is both part of the mimetic type movement, discussed below, and a show 

of virtuosity in its own right; the most common example is touching the foot to the head, usually 

while standing. To do this, the dancer bends one knee inwards and pulls the foot towards the 

head with one or both hands; the torso and head usually lean towards the raised foot to close the 

distance. This is in some ways a figurative amputation of the leg, in reference to the many people 

whose legs were amputated because of landmine damage during Angola�’s civil war. 

            Seen in: "Buraka Som Sistema," "Costuleta" 

Cross-foot turn 

To complete a Cross-foot turn, the dancer crosses one foot in front of the other then turns over 

the back shoulder by keeping weight on the balls of the feet and uncrossing the heels; this is a 

half-rotation. To turn all the way around, the dancer will continue turning until the legs are again 

crossed. This move is used to connect other movement together, and to turn in order to perform 

towards new audience members. 

Seen in: �“Nu Passa Nada�” 
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Da bobeira �‘foolishness�’ 

This is a Charleston-esque/James Brown movement; the feet move in and out on the ground 

shifting the weight from the ball of one foot to the other with a slight rotation and sliding of the 

foot and knee. It seems to be a characteristic move of the performing group Os da Bobeira so 

possibly it is named after them.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Essa é Câmbio�”  

Dança do kudi 

In Dança do kudi the dancer keeps the standing knee slightly bent, and opens the other knee in a 

circle. The circle begins with the knee next to the standing knee moving out towards the side of 

the body, and involves the hips. The legs then switch roles, and the pelvis rolls over to the other 

side with the knee. The upper body leans in the direction of the opened knee. While the leg is 

opening to the side, the arm of that side makes a similar circle above the leg, as if it were causing 

the leg's movement. In a variation, this can be done while bending the knees progressively more 

and more, and/or moving both knees and arms in their circles at the same time.  

Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” 

Dança dos bad 

For the Dança dos bad, the dancer stays in a bent knee, turned-out position and moves from the 

hip sockets down. In contrast to Andamento Ndombolo or other moves, in Dança dos bad, the 

knees move exclusively in and out laterally; although performers may take steps forward or 

back, sometimes crossing, the bowlegged position is maintained constantly. The movement of 

the upperbody is unspecified and varies from performer to performer.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Toques de Kuduro�” �“1° Succeso�” 

Song: �“Dança dos Bad�” by Tarrachinhas 
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Dança dos caenches23 �‘dance of the muscular�’ 

 Dança dos caenches is a series of moves in the following sequence; step touch, (pause), step 

touch (pause), step, step, step. I am using step touch to indicate a step on the right foot, the left 

foot closing near the right, with only a slight amount of weight, and then repeating to the other 

side, beginning with stepping out to the left. When the feet come together for the step touches, 

the legs are straight and the pelvis lifts a little at the suspended moment. In the quick steps, the 

knees are bent and the pelvis moves from side to side. Variations of this move include raising the 

knee high with a rhythmic accent in lieu of bringing it together to meet the other foot; the 

suspended rhythm is kept. Also, in the timing of the three quick steps, the dancer may keep the 

knee raised and turn around en dehors. The arms circle around each other at stomach level or 

lower to meet the raising knee.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” 

Do fulante 

The Do fulante is similar to Dança do kudi, in that the knees move outwards in correlation to the 

circling arm. But in Do fulante, the pelvis circles on the horizontal plane while the leg movement 

is happening. These hip circles can then lead into a slow turn, where the hips continue to circle 

and the standing leg is pivoted around with small steps in conjunction with the hip circles. 

Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” 

Do manganza 

In this locomotor movement, the dancer walks with high knees and an exaggerated pelvis which 

juts out to the side on the lifted leg; the weight shifts when the legs switch. The walking may 

                                                 
23 Translation from F. 
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move the dancer forward or backward, and the arms can be held in any position. This is the base 

move that can be continued on its own, or serve as a constant which can be elaborated upon.  

Elaborations include a broken-down, more exaggerated walking wherein the lifted leg goes out 

to the side in a bent position, is brought to the front to be parallel to the standing leg, and then is 

lowered. This can be done switching legs or repetitively on one side, with a quick catch step to 

be able to lift the same leg more than once in a row. The  hand of the same side of the body as 

the lifted leg may rest on the top of the knee, as if it were the impetus for the leg to close.  

Especially when done repetitively on one side, this is a move which becomes mimetic, 

representing the physically or mentally disabled. If this is the way it is being used, the rest of the 

body may become distorted, with loose wrists and hands and an overall off-balanced look.  

Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” �“Esse é Do Manganza�” �“vagabanda �“do 

manganza�”�” �“Buraka Som Sistema�” 

Song: �“Do Manganza�” by Os Vagabanda 

Do milindro 

This move is defined by the position of the shoulders, which are raised by the ears. The arms can 

either be near the sides of the body or raised to be parallel to the ground, with the wrists limp. 

The dancer looks up with the head and eyes, either straight back or tilted to one side. The lower 

body has many variations, mostly quick, so that the stiff, held position of the torso and shoulders 

contrasts the movement of the lower body, which the lower arms react to. The legs may be 

straight and slightly spread apart and the pelvis is rocked forward and backwards. In another 

common variation the dancer rises and lowers from tiptoes to flat feet with small steps in tandem 

with the pelvis tilting.  
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Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” �“Essa é Do 

Manganza�” �“Vagabanda �“do manganza�”�”  

Song: �“Do Milindro�” by Agre-G, Puto Dinho 

Ground movement 

There are a variety of moves that are done on the floor, usually towards the end of a turn in the 

circle, as a sort of ending punctuation. Examples include: 

Sitting with legs straight out: Sitting on the ground with the legs extended in front, the dancer 

may not travel and rather move the arms and legs while in place, mimicking other standing 

moves, or scoot forward. The movement forward can be achieved by moving one hip at a time 

forward, or by a bending of the knees which pulls the butt forward and a straightening of the 

knees to start again, like an inch worm.  

knee drags: Bending the legs so one knee touches the ground, then using the �‘standing�’ leg to 

step forward and pull the back leg in; alternates legs like walking.  

Seen in: �“Buraka Som Sistema�” �“...TiC TaC�…�” �“Essa é Câmbio�” 

Headspins 

See Encyclopedia of B-boying Moves.  

Seen in: �“Buraka Som Sistema�” 

Heel Click 

As in tap dance or Irish jig dancing, the Heel Click is performed by kicking one leg forcefully 

into the air with a bent knee and flexed foot. The other leg jumps into the air to meet the first and 

the heels of both feet touch in the air. 

Seen in: �“kuduro vati e gui�” �“Andamento dombolo�” 
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[katsu katsu] 

This move begins with a small jumping quickstep, out of which the dancer extends the right leg 

out straight to the side, then catch-steps to the other side, right foot then left foot, and extends the 

left leg. The arms move fluidly across the body in opposition to the extended leg. After the leg 

has been extended to each side, the pelvis is rotated forward quickly twice to hit the beat in an 

isolation. In variations of this move, the pattern of weight shifting and pelvic isolation repeats, 

but the position of the legs when the pelvis isolation happens can vary; a common variation 

includes one of the legs being lifted to a bent, open position to the side. 

Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” 

Kicks 

Kicks are a type of Air Freeze which are common in contemporary B-boying. A Kick is a one-

handed handstand where the upper body is almost parallel to the ground and the legs kick up to 

form various shapes; the position is held for a moment in the air, hence the category Air Freeze. 

Seen in: �“Buraka Som Sistema�” 

Knee Drops 

Knee Drops are also called pin drops in B-boying and the recent LA dance form called Jerking. 

Done from a standing position, one knee bends so that the foot is tucked in the back of the knee 

of the standing leg. The standing leg bends so that the tucked foot touches the ground; the weight 

is transferred to that foot and the dancer turns out of the position and stands up by pivoting on 

the balls of the foot and thereby uncrossing the feet. This move has a swift but suspended pace 

and quality, and is used as set-medial punctuation and a transition step.  

Seen in: �“Buraka Som Sistema�” �“...TiC TaC�…�” �“Essa é Câmbio�” 
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Ladjum 

This move is said to have been created by the kuduristas Nacobeta and Puto Portugûes, and its 

original name was Lava a mão �‘wash the body,�’ but according to Kellystress007, �“the people 

made it so that the move was called �‘Ladjum�’�”24 (�“Ladjum�”). The dancer maintains a posture of 

the feet and knees closed together and bent, while the legs and hips twist in opposition to the 

torso, and the arms move in opposition to the knees. There is a small step; if the right foot is 

stepping, it is closing in front of the left leg and the knees are on the left side of the body. To 

switch to the other side, the left leg will come from behind and twist the hips to the other side. It 

is usually done with a double step on one side, so for example the stepping foot would be: right, 

left, right, right, with the repeated right being just a tap of the foot or a pulsing of the pelvis. 

The arms are relaxed in the shoulders and bent at the elbow with the forearm and often 

the wrists relaxed, which leads to a sort of floppy, old-style Vogue effect, or held straight parallel 

to the floor and slightly open, highlighting the action of the lower body. The stepping and 

twisting is specifically done to the beat of the music.  

Seen in: �“Ladjum�” 

Song: �“Ladjum�” by Nacobeta. 

Ma/mi fode �‘fuck me�’ 

Both spellings appeared in the videos these occurred in. Because of the semantic meaning of the 

move, I was unable to gain any additional information about it, or to verify its orthography.  In 

this move the dancer makes small, medium tempo circles of the hips with the legs close together 

and mostly straight. The circles may be smooth or accented at certain parts of the circle, and the 

movement of the hips does not necessarily stay on a horizontal plane. The hands are held in a 

                                                 
24 My translation. Original Portuguese reads: �“Mas o povo fez com que o toque se chama-se �“Ladjum�”.�” 
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high prayer position, in front of chest or almost covering the face. It is often used for contrast in 

a set of movements, as it is smaller, calmer, and more nuanced than many other moves.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Andamento dombolo�”  

Song: with lyric �“ma fode�”, unknown title, artista, in �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�”. 

Manequim �‘mannequin�’ 

This is a mimetic move that reflects the stiffness of a store mannequin were it to move, like the 

mannequin dances of Electric Boogaloo. The dancer might add mannequin-like arm and torso 

movements while the legs are doing something quick, or the whole body might be part of the 

move, walking with distorted and stiff joints, for example.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Toques de Kuduro�” 

Matuba �‘testicles�’25 

Matuba is a stationary movement of the pelvis and hips, but it is distinguished from mi fode and 

bum bum na ta mexe by the deep bend of the knees, involvement of the torso, and direction of 

hip rotation. The hips rotate on the vertical plane, and the undulation extends to the lower and 

upper back which may move in conjunction or in opposition to the hips; it�’s often combined with 

sapo-like ripples through the back.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“1° Succeso�” 

Songs: �“Matuba yoyo�” by DJ Olavo, �“Matuba yoyo�” by Os Vagabanda. 

Michael Jackson 

Called Michael Jackson by practitioners on the TV show Tchilar, this is The Moonwalk, or Back 

Glide, as described in the entry Glides in the Encyclopedia of B-boying moves. 

Seen in: �“A Revolta do Kuduro�” 

                                                 
25 Translation from F. 
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Mimetic movement/movement qualities 

There are several different �‘characters�’ that Kuduro dancers may act out. The following are the 

most common, and the descriptions are of the elements of the impression most frequently 

performed. Like all performative mimetic movement, the context of the performer and 

performance greatly influences the character being imitated, as there may be specific references 

that a given audience would appreciate more than others.  

Elderly: Examples of movement types include miming achiness, performing moves slowly, and 

turning in a circle with one hand on the knee and the other hand on the back as if these areas of 

the body were painful or sore.  

Homosexual: Examples of movement types include floppy hands, exaggerated hips when 

walking, and feminine, model-like poses.  

Mentally or physically handicapped: Examples of movement types include limping, making 

distorted faces, tripping or faltering when walking, and awkward and twisted positions of arms 

and hands. Contortion can also sometimes be done in a mimetic mode, as discussed above. 

Seen in: �“Buraka Som Sistema�”  �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” 

O4 [o kwatro] �‘the four�’ 

This move is similar to the tap dance move called �“over the top.�” It can be done on either side 

but is described here on one side for clarity. Starting balancing on the left leg, the dancer brings 

the right foot high over the left leg, and lands on the right, simultaneously bringing the left leg up 

behind the right in a bent shape so that the legs form a shape like a number four (4). The move 

can be repeated on its own a few times, or may be used once as a punctuating move at the end of 

a repetitive sequence of another move. If done repeating, the left leg is brought down from its 

bent, lifted position and there is a moment in a two-footed neutral before the move repeats. If 
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repeated, each repetition might face the same direction, or the move may turn the dancer in a 

circle. In another variation, particularly used for punctuation, the dancer catches the lifted left leg 

at the ankle with the right hand, and hopping a few times on the right leg. 

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�”  

Song: �“Dança dos Lambas�” by Os Lambas. 

O militari �‘the military�’ 

O militari is done by stepping forward with the right foot, then the left, then back with the right 

and the left, with the hips moving the whole time. The upper body can then hang over and the 

arms mimic the movement of the legs by lifting and lowering through the shoulders as steps are 

being taken and the legs are also lifting and lowering. This move was invented by female Kuduro 

dancer Titica. 

            Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com Titica�” 

On the Ground 

On the Ground is the name given to this move by Kuduro dancers, but what it entails is just a 

short amount of Top Rock into a Baby Freeze (see Encyclopedia of B-boying for definitions). 

The Top Rock is very quick and is more spastic than what is seen in B-boying. Contrary to what 

the name might suggest, and crucially different from B-boying, there is little to no transitional 

Floor Rock in On the Ground. Of course the Baby Freeze is a held pose on the ground, so the 

name might come from that fact. 

Seen in: �“A Revolta do Kuduro�” 
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[pagata zita] 

These can be either full or half splits, and dancers might either drop into them suddenly or lower 

into the position one step at a time. When women perform this move they may whip their heads 

around while down in the splits.  

Seen in: �“Nu Passa Nada�” �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” �“vagabanda �“do manganza�”�” 

Pangón 

The Pangón appears to be an impression of some sort of hopping animal, with the body crouched 

down and elbows  held into the body with limp wrists. I could not however, find a translation of 

what kind of animal it might be. The dancer hops with the knees parallel, but may also step out 

with one leg and then step back in to a standing position (see Wakimono, below).  

Seen in: �“A Revolta do Kuduro�” �“Nacobeta- Wakimono�”  

Song: �“Wakimono�” by Nacobeta 

Popero �‘poor person�’ 

This move encapsulates a few different motions which alternate the directions they are being 

performed in, and in what order. The included motions are a rotating of the forearms around each 

other with open palms forming circles towards the body, a pulsing of the pelvis upwards while 

gradually turning using small steps, and a touching of the legs by the opposite hand. This last 

element has a few variations; the leg can bend to various extents and cross behind or in front, to 

be touched at the ankle, or the dancer can jump and bend the legs back simultaneously and reach 

behind to touch.  

Seen in: �“A Revolta do kuduro�” �“Dama Electrica- Entrevista�” "Costuleta" 
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Sai mo ndengue �‘leaving on a [?]�’ 

The defining characteristic of this move appears to be the arms, which are bent at a right angle 

with both the upper arms and forearms held parallel to the ground. The shoulders are raised and 

lowered and the hands, held in fists, are moved up and down by the wrists, as if revving a 

motorcycle. The legs differ in the two examples I found but they are united by a crossing of the 

right leg over the left; dancer Titica, in �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica," shows a five-step box-

step of sorts: right over left, left back, right side, left together, right tap out to the right, repeat. 

�“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” shows a travelling slightly jumping step with right crossing over 

left, then both legs coming apart in a wide bent stance, then re-crossing. The travelling is 

accomplished on the uncrossing into bent legs; the movement can be done in either direction. 

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” 

Sapo �‘frog�’ 

In this non-locomotor movement, the dancer poses with the hands resting on bent knees, and an 

arched back. He then undulates quickly, tucking the pelvis under and curving up through the 

spine before snapping back down to the original arched position. This will be done several times 

in a row, with a pause in between undulations as the dancer settles into the original position. 

Variations include a side to side undulation while the main undulation takes place, which gives 

the effect of a shiver, and a stuttering return to the arched position. The dancer may look forward 

or to either side as if looking at their bottom, similar to the attention-directing head motion 

discussed in Butt Pops. 

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“1° Succeso�” �“Salsicha & Vaca Louca�” 

Songs: �“Sapo�” by Puto Prata, �“Dança do Sapo�” by Salsicha and Vaca Louca.  
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Segmento de Cuerpo �‘segmenting the body�’ 

This is a less precise and more fluid version of Popping with elements of Tutting; it is often seen 

in the arms and torso to add interest to or complicate other movements taking place in the lower 

body. 

Seen in:  �“A revolta do Kuduro�” �“Buraka Som Sistema�” 

Selle- possibly from Portuguese sela �‘saddle.�’26 

Selle is always performed with the dancer�’s bottom to the audience; to get into this facing, the 

dancer does a large kick with one leg starting out to the side and crossing over the standing leg to 

turn around. With knees bent, the dancer carves out space with one buttock at a time, starting the 

movement in the center of the back and carving in a circle towards the outside of the leg. They 

then switch sides, creating a figure-eight shape. It can be done either standing bent over or 

supporting the weight of the body on the hands and feet almost parallel to the ground. When 

mostly standing, all movement comes from the movement of the pelvis. When on hands and feet, 

the knees bend and twist to increase mobility in the hips and pelvis. It is predominately a move 

performed by female dancers, and interestingly the song which mentions it is by a female 

kudurista, Noite e Dia.  

Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” �“Noite e dia- Selle�” �“Tá maluca �– Noite e Dia�” 

�“vagabanda �“do manganza�”�”  

Song: �“Selle�” by Noite e Dia 

 

 

 

                                                 
26 This is the closest word phonetically that I could find, and seems to fit the movement semantically. 
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Suicides  

See above in the B-boying encyclopedia; the same varieties as are seen in B-boying are seen in 

Kuduro; in addition there is another type which is a falling straight side, sometimes initiated by a 

slap of the dancer�’s own cheek.  

Seen in: �“Buraka Som Sistema�” 

Tá maluca �‘it�’s an insane person�’ 

The dancer holds the body and legs rigid, and walks forward slowly while shaking violently. The 

torso and arms may be held at an odd angle and may move in reaction to the general movement, 

but the head in particular moves wildly, and drives the rest of the body�’s movement. The effect is 

one of a zombie being electrocuted.  

Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” �“Noite e Dia-ta maluca�” �“Tá maluca-Noite e 

Dia�”   

Song: �“Tá maluca�” by Noite e Dia 

Tia Maria �‘aunt Maria�’ 

This move mimics a woman�’s stance with fists or hands on hips or at the waist, and exaggeration 

of the figure. The legs move mostly at shoulder width or less, maintaining the general outline of 

the body. One leg may come forward or slightly diagonal to the other foot and stay planted there 

while the hip of that leg makes a vertical circle away from the body and back under the leg. The 

next level of variation is switching legs; the right foot comes forward with the heel in the ground, 

the foot, leg, and hip open, then close, then open again. Then, with a slight hop and swish of the 

hips, the other foot comes forward and does the same. Movement in the torso reacts to the leg  
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movement and keeps its shape while perhaps leaning forward or to either side.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“Chines a Dancar�”  

Song: �“Tia Maria�” by Os Granada Squad. 

Ti nogueira �‘walnut tree�’ 

This move is defined by the dancer standing on one leg and moving the leg only through 

initiation in the hips. This can be done with straight legs or bent; to the back or front. To the 

back, it is usually done with straight legs, and all of the active movement is in the pelvis. The hip 

of the raised leg is lifted and lowered repeatedly, and the leg is moved by this. To the front 

particularly, the move is less stiff; the lifted and standing knees may be bent and the leg itself 

may move, not just because the hips are moving. The standing leg may bend lower and the torso 

may lean backward or foreword to accommodate the movement of the leg. The move has the 

effect of looking like a stop-motion video of a person trying to get flies off of their upper thighs.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” �“1° Succeso�” �“A revolta do kuduro,�” �“Aulas de 

Kuduro com a Titica�” �“Os Turbante �– De Faia�” 

Song: I have been unable to locate a song but in the videos where this move appears, 

there are multiple examples of separate people singing the name of this move with a 

particular melody, which seems to indicate a song exists. 

Tira makossa 

Makossa is a genre of dance music from Cameroon, originating in the Duala tribe and later 

influenced by Congolese dance music. Although its origins have been traced back to the 1930s, 

its modern popularity began in the mid-1980s (West 2008). It was accompanied by a dance form 

of the same name, which means �“to strip off�” (Hudgens 2003) but has also been translated as �“I 
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dance�” in the Duala languange (Yaounde 2002).27 From videos, the Cameroonian version seems 

to be characterized by relatively calm small steps and movement of the pelvis. The Kuduro move 

involves spread out legs with bent knees and a leaned back torso, so that there is a straight-ish 

line from head to knee. The knees may increase and decrease the bend and move laterally. The 

arms move mimetically, often with bathing-type movements, like washing of the torso or wiping 

sleep from the eyes.  

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil Aprender�” �“1° Succeso�” 

Song: �“Tira makossa�” 

Tsuname �‘wave�’ 

This is very similar to the Wave in B-boying; it involves passing an invisible wave or current 

through the body by isolating and highlighting the body part where the �‘energy�’ is. Unlike in B-

boying where the Wave would usually pass in one direction and maybe return, but have a 

specific trajectory, the Tsuname may feature a gentle undulation throughout the body with a 

highlighted repetitious undulation in one body part like the arm. 

Seen in: �“Kuduro Facil de Aprender�” "Costuleta" 

Song: �“Tsuname�” by Bruno M.  

Wakimono28 �‘eyes wide open�’ 

The defining movement of this is extending one leg, putting weight on it, and bringing it back to 

meet the other leg in standing before it is repeated on the other side. There are variations in the 

direction and accent of the legs and pelvis in this move, for example the legs may step out to the 

                                                 
27 An interesting connection between Kuduro and B-boying exists through this Cameroonian musical form. The song 
"Soul Makossa" by Camerooninan saxophonist Manu Dibango debuted in the United States in 1972 and become a 
sensation in New York City. It was almost certainly one of the songs played at Block parties in the Bronx; Afrika 
Bambaataa even recorded a version of it.  

28 Translation from F. 
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side, as in Salsa, in which case the hips jut out to the side of the extended leg. Even more 

common is a stepping to the front diagonals, and in this variation the whole pelvis comes 

forward when the leg is extended, and comes to center or slightly lifted to the back when the 

weight is in the center on both legs.  Wakimono can be a stationary or locomotor movement.  

Seen in: �“A revolta do Kuduro�” �“Nacobeta- Wakimono�” 

Walila/Dalila/Fica LilaWalila29 

This stationary movement involves contracting the lower back in conjunction with moving the 

shoulders forward and back, so that the shoulders are back when the pelvis is to the back, and the 

shoulders come forward when the pelvis is titled forward. The left and right shoulders and hips 

may move independently from each other so that the curvature is achieved by the opposite 

shoulder and hip. The development of this move is credited to kudurista Puto Prata.   

Seen in: �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�” 

[žara kuža] 

This move is similar to Sai mo ndengue, except that the legs and lower body are the focus. The 

legs move in an exaggerated box-step pattern, and the front leg may be privileged, such that, if 

the right foot were leading by crossing over the left, the weight may be put on the foot and 

removed several times. The dancer would then complete the box by stepping left, right, and left 

again. The hips move from side to side and the knees are lifted high when steps are taken; the 

standing leg may remain bent and also move laterally so that at times the dancer is in a bow-

legged position.  

Seen in: �“A revolta do kuduro�” �“Aulas de Kuduro com a Titica�”  

                                                 
29 All three of thee names were mentioned in the video, and I am not sure which is most common so I have listed 
them all.   
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CHAPTER 8: Conclusion 

Over the course of this paper I have tried to account for the similarities between B-boying 

and Kuduro. The main question that arises is: Are these forms connected and similar because 

Kuduro is derivative of B-boying, or because they share a common historico-aesthetic lineage? 

And the answer to that question, I posited, could be reached in comparing their socio-historical 

and aesthetic contexts and realities. I also proposed that comparing the development of a new 

form�—Kuduro�—to a form whose aesthetics, motivations, and historical dilemmas have been 

discussed thoroughly, would provide a model for how to look at Kuduro. 

            In the preceding chapters I have presented the history and aesthetic lineages of both 

forms, and there are very strong parallels in the contexts in which each developed. Both forms 

developed in communities and populations who represent the environment and experiences for 

Osumare�’s connective marginalities of youth rebellion, historical oppression, class, and culture, 

as well as the idea I introduced of literal and figurative peripheraliztion which manifests itself in 

the lack of architectural and economic infrastructure and a lack of social services. 

            In addition, the development of both of these forms were driven by similar motivations; 

the physical and sociological oppression found in each contexts, and the feeling of invisibility 

and unimportance that is bred in these situations gives rise to a need for self-definition and self 

or community-driven importance. In this way, dancing, and particularly excelling at dance, 

becomes a way to gain relevance and importance within the community, with the daydream (a 

reality for some, and even more so in this era of YouTube) of later, perhaps, gaining fame in 

larger contexts of the country or the globe. This desire manifests itself not only in the drive for 

perfection and innovation but also in the strength of affiliation with one�’s neighborhood or crew, 

and the taking on of performance names, the act of which is a re-defining of self. Both forms also 
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developed and were continued partly out of the need and ability to occupy one�’s time and expend 

energy; the unemployment rates and school delinquency/non-attendance rates both in the South 

Bronx in the relevant time period and in Luanda�’s musseques are extremely high. And finally, 

the party atmosphere generated in spite of and to cope with the realities of living in these areas 

drives performativity and excellence in practitioners engaged in these forms. 

Another parallel in the development of these forms is the way that technology influenced 

the development and dissemination of the music and also the dance components of these forms. 

In the South Bronx, pioneering technological advances in setting up sound systems, wiring 

speakers through lampposts outside to host block parties, and other advances like scratching and 

sampling created the literal soundtrack that B-boying developed to. Technology also played a 

large part in developing the broad aesthetics and particular movement vocabulary of B-boying; 

examples of this that were discussed in this paper include Steve Martin�’s Saturday Night Live 

performance of the �“King Tut�” song, West Coast Poppers and Lockers appearing on Soul Train, 

which brought those forms into B-boying, the influence of kung-fu and martial arts movements 

seen in Bruce Lee films, and the prevalence of robotics which made its way into the movement. 

The media also played a large role in the spread of B-boying throughout the country and the 

world, featuring B-Boys in commercials for a huge range of products, and producing several 

major motion pictures that featured B-boying, including Wild Style and Flashdance in 1983, and 

Beat Street and Breakin’ both in 1984. 

Kuduro has developed with a similar trajectory, although the technologies have evolved 

in the past thirty years. The music of Kuduro relies heavily on computer and keyboard-generated 

beats and melodies, as well as voice manipulation. Cross-cultural influences in the music were 
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brought into Luanda through radio and records while live music continued to be important in 

carrying on Angolan traditions.  

The movement vocabulary of Kuduro was also influenced heavily by technology; while I 

was unable to find specific information on where Angolans might have seen B-boying, it seems 

that the prevalence of foreign television programming is a reasonable guess. We know for sure 

that Tony Amado saw the 1989 film Kickboxer30 on TV in 1994, so it seems reasonable to think 

that other American movies would also be broadcast in Angola, possibly including those 

featuring B-boying. There is also evidence of Angolans seeing Michael Jackson dancing; Tony 

Amado mentions him and Dama Electrica refers to him while performing a moonwalk-like 

move�—named Michael Jackson in the Encyclopedia of Kuduro. It is also possible that pirated 

VHS or DVD versions of movies made their way onto the marketplace in Luanda.  

The Internet has been extremely important in the spread of Kuduro outside of Angola, 

which in turn has helped to popularize it internally. One dance in particular, the Tchirriri, whose 

accompanying song is by Costuleta, is a simple, repetitive line dance similar to the electric slide, 

which has gained enormous popularity in Angola, Angolan immigrant communities in Portugal 

and France, and in Brazil, Argentina, and even Guyana.  The television shows discussed in 

Chapter 6 have also been instrumental in disseminating the music and dance; featuring new 

music videos and interviews that introduce new or evolved Kuduro moves to the public.  

The availability of technology to document the development of each of these forms was 

quite different, and it affects the knowledge we have of their early forms. Kuduro�’s current forms 

                                                 
30 It is interesting and amusing to note that both Kuduro and B-boying have influences from martial arts films; 
perhaps this is a universally stimulating aesthetic for young males universally. Not only that, but Jean Claude van 
Damme has a cameo appearance in the 1984 movie Breakin’! 
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are well documented by YouTube clips and TV shows like Tchilar and Bounce, although the 

very beginnings of the dance remain uncertain, and these shows have only started in the last few 

years. B-boying was only recorded visually starting with the major motion pictures and 

journalists like Martha Cooper; by this point the form had already coalesced and was at least six 

years old. 

Casual observance of both forms, as well as primary sources from practitioners reveal 

similarities in the form and aesthetics of both B-boying and Kuduro; these are representative of 

what Osumare terms the Africanist Aesthetic. These include the circular performance space, 

which is defined physically by the audience and participants, and can be either formal or 

informal, and the tactics and aesthetics which moderate what takes place within it. There is a 

prevalence of bravado and mimetic movement with the goal to enhance one�’s performance by 

creating alternate realities and representing oneself in light of one�’s supposed or actual prowess, 

as well as an emphasis on play and innovation in the moment of performance. Innovation also 

can be viewed as working towards the evolution and perfection of an individual�’s skill 

movement vocabulary and skill, as well as that of the form as a whole. 

To summarize the predicament, we see in Kuduro a lot of the same broad aesthetic 

features seen in B-boying, and also actual moves which are extremely, if not exactly, similar to 

moves seen in B-boying. The difficulty then is to identify what the directionality of influence is 

and to identify whether it is an accurate or elegant analysis, historically and aesthetically, to 

deem Kuduro a form of Global Hip-Hop. 

Looking at the movement vocabulary of both forms comparatively, there are moves that 

are shared by both forms, as well as moves that I identify as endemic or definitive to the forms 

separately. Shared moves for which there is good evidence Kuduro took directly from B-boying 
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include On the Ground, Segmento de Cuerpo, Michael Jackson, and the power moves 

Headspins, Kicks, and Suicides.  The reasons I have for positing direct derivation include the fact 

that these moves have English names (as named by Angolan practitioners), the mention of 

�‘breakdance�’ in one of the videos that feature it, and the fact that, from an outsiders, etic point of 

view, they look exactly like these moves in B-boying.  

A certain amount of attrition can be seen as the effect of transfer in Segmento de Cuerpo, 

which looks basically like someone who is bad at Popping and/or Tutting, as if one were 

imitating seeing someone else do it without receiving technical guidance, which was probably 

the case. The same can be said for On the Ground which, as said in the Encyclopedia, is like a 

combination of Top Rock into a Baby Freeze but it missing the crucial element of Floor Rock. 

However, Head Spins, Suicides, and Kicks seem to be pretty well performed technically; perhaps 

this is because failure to do so would result in serious injury and people have perfected the 

moves through extensive rehearsal or they would be unable to perform them at all. 

There are also shared moves or types of moves in B-boying and Kuduro for which there 

seems little reason to posit direct borrowing but rather seem to be independently derived from 

the traditional movement vocabulary and aesthetics of the given communities. These include 

Club Dance type steps, by which I mean the kind of simple stepping and swaying that anyone 

could do on the dance floor, that you see in some Kuduro performances and in B-Boys�’ Top 

Rock. Also, the prevalence of Mimetic movement is best described as being a common element 

of dance and particularly part of Angolan dance traditions; there is no reason to posit that this 

evolved from B-boying (or more specifically, Popping and Locking), as the need and desire to 

imitate and create realities is universal, and in these forms seems to be tied into the bravado and 

competitive aspects of wanting to be the best. What is different between the two forms are the 
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different stereotypes, perceptions, and cultural meanings that are represented and re-interpreted 

within the dance. Recall specifically the unique re-interpretation of amputation in Kuduro, 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

Those moves which are endemic or definitive of Kuduro include Andamento N’dombolo, 

Câmbio, Do Milindro, Tá Maluca, Ti Nogueira, O4, O Militari, and Sapo, among others. A 

description of the overarching definitive movement vocabulary would be the opening and closing 

of the legs, with variations of bent and straight legs, and isolations of the pelvis, with overall 

variation in the direction of stepping, the speed of movement, and the direction and trajectory of 

pelvic movement. 

Endemic and definitive moves of B-boying are Top Rock, Downrock, and Power Moves.  

As seen in Chapter 6, Top Rock was the first element of B-boying, practiced by the original, 

African American B-Boys. While this is a category of moves that is fairly open to innovation and 

re-integration of upright popular dance steps of new Hip-Hop forms, it has a fairly established 

inventory of moves that any B-Boy can replicate and identify. Downrock was the innovation of 

the second generation B-Boys, and powermoves, while some were adapted from men�’s 

gymnastics, are also definitive aspects of B-boying. 

There are also two differences in the performance of Kuduro and B-boying. While the 

�‘set�’ in B-boying has a very established trajectory, as discussed in Chapter 6, a turn in the circle 

for a Kuduro performance, as far as I can ascertain, does not have an established sequence.  

However, there does seem to be an awareness of compositional strategies towards creating an 

effective performance. This is an etic observance, but in watching examples of turns of Kuduro, 

there are clear uses of moves for contrast in speed, levels, and use of body parts. This seems to 

be evidence of an understanding of the compositional device of contrast.   
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The other difference might be in the form that competitiveness takes in the circle; while 

B-Boys actively intimidate and intimate destruction of the opposite B-Boy, and directly engage 

in making fun of or belittling the performance of other B-Boys, the available clips of Kuduro on 

YouTube do not provide evidence for this. Rather, while turns are taken by performers, the 

interactions between dancers seems amicable and cooperative. This is one area of investigation 

where access to only the somewhat artificial evidence on YouTube may be falsifying an analysis; 

many of the clips are filmed for the purpose of a group of friends showing off for the camera, 

and the majority of the rest are music videos for a particular song. In either case, there is a goal 

of virtuosity, but it is directly aimed at the potential viewer, and not at an opponent. What also 

remains unclear is whether, like B-boying, there are organized battles or competitions. There is 

evidence of organized performances and showcases in community centers or schools, but not of 

organized battles. 

We have come to the point where, after weighing the socio-historical and broad aesthetic 

contexts and the specific movement vocabularies of both B-boying and Kuduro, a conclusion can 

be reached about their relationship. To repeat the main question of investigation once more, Is 

Kuduro an evolution from B-boying, and therefore a Hip-Hop dance form? And the answer, like 

the answer to most good questions, is both yes and no. The answer is yes because there are 

moves that have been borrowed directly from B-boying, but no because the majority of the 

moves, as well as the meta-aesthetic and certain elements of the performance, have evolved 

directly from the Angolan and West African dance tradition, as well as, in the case of the 

movement of amputees for example, particularly from the experiences and environment of the 

Luandan musseque dwellers. 
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The limitations discussed in the discussion of the derivation of the Kuduro Encyclopedia, 

as well as the inability to ascertain the status of battling in Kuduro, are just some aspects of my 

research that may have been restricted by the resources I was limited to; many of which may 

have gone unnoticed by me.  Part of what makes Joe Schloss�’s work so helpful and valid is his 

use and valuing of the methodology and point of views of the practitioners to shape a history and 

aesthetic of B-boying. Engagement in the field and with practitioners, bolstered by a better 

command of the Portuguese language, while outside the bounds of the time frame and funding of 

this project, would have been very useful to this project, especially considering the emic focus of 

the investigation. 

Directions for further research in this area should include a more in depth look at how B-

boying might have been transferred to Angola to begin with, including, if possible, looking at 

records of television broadcasts. Towards a broader disentanglement of directionality of 

influence in global popular dance forms, it seems that investigation into popular forms that have 

no underlying Africanist Aesthetic base, such as forms from India, Oceania, and Asia, would 

simplify certain areas of the analysis, and in turn shed light on other popular dance forms. 
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